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I. Introduction and preliminaries

1. Introduction. In the Proceedings of the International Congress of

Mathematicians, Amsterdam, 1954, R. Brauer raised the following question:

"Given a group 9Í containing an involution 7 in its center. What are the

groups © containing 3Í as a subgroup such that 91 is the normalizer of 7 in

®?" He went on to propose essentially the study of the characterization of

certain finite groups by primarily specifying the centralizers of their involu-

tions.

In [4] Brauer (followed by Suzuki in [12]) initiated this program with

regard to the projective unimodular groups^) PSLÍ3, q). The centralizers

of the involutions are described in terms of the groups GL(2, q) by Brauer

and in terms of related groups by Suzuki. We will continue this program by

characterizing the groups PGL(n, q) and its subgroups which contain

PSL(n, q) as subgroups of index at least 1 or 2 according as there is or is

not an element of determinant —1 in the center of GL(n, q); we restrict

»ïï4 and q to be odd. By assuming w^5, we will obtain this result for the

corresponding groups determined over division rings of characteristic not 2.

In the study of this more general case, we will use the notation GL(n),

SLin), etc. and omit notational reference to the underlying division ring.

This result will be found actually in a second paper to follow this one.

Here we investigate the characterization of the subgroups of GL(n) which

contain the subgroup TL(n) of elements of determinant +1. Our results for

these groups are not as definitive as those we will present for the correspond-

ing subgroups of PGL(n). We will show that the factor groups of the groups

that we consider by their centers are isomorphic to certain subgroups of

PGLin). There remains the problem of identifying, for example, that central

extension of the group PGL(n) which is the group G7(w). In the case that

some of the groups that we consider are direct factors in the centralizers of

Presented to the Society, January 28, 1960 under the title Characterization of certain finite

linear groups; received by the editors August 19, 1960.

(') In general, GL(n) denotes the group of all linear transformations acting on a vector space

of dimension n over a division ring K; SL{n) denotes the group of linear transformations of

determinant 1. By PGL(n) and PSL(n), we mean the corresponding groups of tranformations

induced on the projective geometry formed of the subspaces of the given vector space.

In case K is a finite field of q elements, we denote the corresponding groups by GL(n, q),

SL(n, q), PGL(n, q), and PSL(n, q).
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involutions belonging to groups of the same type (cf. Corollary 2), we obtain

this identification. The groups we consider here play an important part in

the description of the centralizers of the involutions of the groups that we

will characterize in the sequel to this paper.

The main assumption used in characterizing the groups that we consider

is an inductive description of the centralizers of their involutions. We also

assume certain other conditions which describe the factor commutator sub-

group and the center of the commutator subgroup. Along with Brauer [4],

we assume that the commutator subgroup is perfect. The results for infinite

groups require an artificial assumption (Condition E), which is used at

only one point in the proof (cf. Proposition 10.1). However, no extra work

is involved in including this case, and we feel that it is interesting to record

the status of our characterization in the infinite case.

2. Notation. Principal definition and theorems. Let® be a group. If© to-

gether with a set S is contained in some group, we designate by C©(S) the

centralizer of S in ®. By Z(®) we mean the center of ®. We denote by P(®)

the factor group ®/Z(®) and by 7>(®) the commutator subgroup of @. Let

P(©) be the subgroup generated by the involutions in ®. We will call this

the involutory subgroup of ®; clearly it is a normal subgroup. When it is clear

from the context that we are referring to the centralizer in a given group ®,

we will write C(S) for C@(S). For P(C(S)), we write C*(S) and call this sub-

group the involutory centralizer of S. Whenever there is a unique element of

order 2 in the center of a group, it will be designated by —1; — G=( —1)67 for

an element G in the same group. By K we mean a fixed division ring, and by

K* its multiplicative group.

A direct product ty of two groups 21 and 33 will be denoted by 2ÍX33. If
CG2ÍX33 has the form AB where AE% and PG33 ,we will write C=AXB
and call this the representation of G relative to the decomposition ^3 = 21X33.

With this convention, there will be no need to identify i asa member of 21

or B as a member of S3.

Fix K to have characteristic not 2. Let TL(n) denote the subgroup of

GL(n) consisting of elements of determinant ± 1. This is the involutory sub-

group T(GL(n)) of GL(n). Of course, D(GL(n)) is the group SL(n) of ele-

ments of determinant 1. Also [TL(n): SL(n)] = 2. We have PGL(n)

= P(GL(n)), PSL(n)=P(SL(n)), and we set PTL(n)=P(TL(n)). Then

[PTL(n): PSL(n)] is 1 or 2 according as there is an element of determinant

— 1 in the center of GL(n) or not.

A linear group of rank « is a group © such that

TL(n) ç © ç GL(n).

A projective linear group of rank n is a group G such that

PTL(n) ç ® C PGL(n).
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We will now define inductively a quasilinear group G of rank n. If w = 0,

® is to be the identity group. If n = 1, ® is to be a subgroup of K* containing

the element -1. Thus GZ(1)3®D7X(1). If w = 2, we require that ® be

linear of rank 2. These groups may be characterized group-theoretically when

they are finite using the results of Brauer, Suzuki, and Wall [6]. For ra = rk ®

2; 3, a group ® is said to be quasilinear if the following conditions are satisfied.

Condition A. There are exactly n + 1 classes fío, fíi, • • • , fíB of conjugate

involutions^) such that fío and fí„ contain elements of the center of G. If UE$P,

0<p<n, then C(Í7) is a subgroup of a direct product U1XU2 of quasilinear

groups of ranks p and n — p, respectively, which contains the involutory subgroup

7XU1XU2) = 7(Ui) X 7(U2) as the involutory centralizer of U. Furthermore, as-

sume that the decomposition C*iU) = T(\Xi) XTill«) may be taken so that neither

7(Ui) nor 7(U2) contains the involution —1 of the center of ®.

We will always choose fío so that 1 £fío; then — 1 belongs to fíB and is the

unique element of order 2 in Z(®). When we consider a quasilinear group f>

other than the particular group G for which we will be proving the Principal

Theorem, we will designate its classes by fío(§), fíi(£>), etc.

Condition B. The commutator subgroup 7>(@) ¿5 perfect. The center

Z(77(®)) is isomorphic to the multiplicative group of the nth-roots of unity in

the center of the division ring K.

Thus Z(7>(®)) is cyclic of order dividing n and contains an element of

order 2, which must be —1, if and only if n is even.

Condition C. There exists an involutionif) in G which is not in 7?(@). The

group ®/7J>(®) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A*/Z7(A*).

Thus there is only one element of order 2 in G/D(G).

Condition D. Z(r(®))=Z(®)P\r(®).
This condition is superfluous when ® is involutory.

Condition E. When G is infinite, let í/£fíi or [7£fíB_i, and let V be in

fíp, Kp<n — 1. Then there exists an involution W^ ±1 in C([7, V).

Furthermore, if n = 3 and also if « = 4 and ® is infinite, we assume that

P(®) is a projective linear group.

When ® is finite and n = 3, results of Brauer [4] will be applicable for the

characterization of P(®).

It follows directly from standard results in the theory of the classical

groups that a linear group of rank w^3 is quasilinear (cf. Dieudonné [8,

Chapter I, §3 and Chapter II, §l]). Even in the case where n = 2, Conditions

A, C, D, and E hold. Condition B is valid except for the case where K = Ft,

the field of three elements. Then 7)(®) is not perfect; however, the second

statement of Condition B still holds.

We define inductively a full quasilinear group oí rank n by taking ® = K*

(2) By an involution, we mean an element G such that G2 = l.

(3) In the cases where n is odd, it follows from Condition B that the involution — l£ic„ is

not in 7>(®) because this involution would be in the center £(£>(©)) if it were in 77(©).
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if re = l and & = GL(n) il n = 2. For rej£3, we assume that for UE$P, C(U)

is the direct product U1XU2 of full quasilinear groups of ranks p and re — p,

respectively. Also if « = 3 and, when ® is infinite, if re = 4, we assume that

P(®) is isomorphic to PGL(n). An involutory quasilinear group is one for

which P(®) = ®.

Principal Theorem. Let & be a quasilinear group of rank re^ 4 if ® tí

finite or of rank re ̂  5 if ® is infinite. Then P(®) is a projective linear group of

rank re. The involutory subgroup P(®) of © tí a quasilinear group of rank re

and PT(®) is isomorphic to PTL(n).

Corollary 1. If & is a finite full quasilinear group of rank re ̂ 4 and if

Z(@) is isomorphic to K*, then P(@) is isomorphic to PGL(n).

A quasilinear group ® of rank re is said to be imbeddable in a quasilinear

group ©' of rank re + 1 if © is a direct factor in the centralizer of an involution

of®'.

Corollary 2. If ® tí an imbeddable involutory quasilinear group of rank re,

it is isomorphic to TL(n).

For the remainder of this paper, ® will denote a fixed quasilinear group of

rank re^4 for which we will prove the Principal Theorem. Because we will

establish this theorem by induction on re, we assume that if § is a quasilinear

group of rank m<n, then P(§) is projective linear of rank m. Also we assume

that P(§) is an involutory quasilinear group of rank m and that P(T(!q)) is

isomorphic to PTL(m).

II. Classification of involutions(4)

3. Structure of quasilinear groups of rank m <re. Because the results of the

section are trivial for the case m = l, we will assume that m> 1. We may use

the inductive assumption of the Principal Theorem to identify

D($)/Z(D(!q)). Indeed, if $: £-*P(£>) is the natural homomorphism,

$(D(íq)) =D(P(1q)) is isomorphic to PSL(m). Except in the case where

PSL(m) is the finite group PSL(2, 3), PSL(m) is a simple nonabelian group

(cf. Dieudonné [8, p. 38] or Artin [l, p. 158]). Note that PSL(2, 3) is iso-

morphic to the alternating group 2I4 on four letters.

We also have that Z(D(§))=Z(§)r\D(§). This is true for m = 2 because

we have assumed § to be a linear group in this case. But when m > 2, $(D(Iq))

= D(Q)/(D($)r\Z(&)) is simple and nonabelian. Therefore, Z(D(&))

CZ(§)r^77(§). The opposite inequality is trivial. Hence we may identify

P(D(íq)) with <i>(T>(|))). Likewise because of Condition D, we may identify

(4) The results of this chapter are valid for quasilinear groups of rank n^2. The assump-

tion that »ä4 is needed throughout Chapter III.
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&(T(ÍQ)) with P(7(§)). It also follows from the above that the proper nor-

mal subgroups of DiQ) are contained in Z(T>(£>)) since 77(§) is perfect.

Proposition 3.1(6). Let !& be a quasilinear group of rank m<n. Then

r(§)37J>(§) and 7>(7\£)) =!>(£), and 7>(§) is indecomposable. If rk § is

even, then 7(§) is indecomposable; if rk ^» íj o¿¿, 7X£>) = 7>(^>) X@ wAere 6 ii

a subgroup of order 2. In every case, [Tifa): !>(£>)] = 2. The center Z(7(f))) is

cyclic of even order.

Proof. We first show that 7Y,§)2I>(£) and that 7)(r($)) =X>($). We
assume that m = rk ^> ̂  3 ; the proposition may be verified directly when

m = 2. Certainly r(^J)7>(£>)/7>(£>) is an abelian group of exponent 2. Condi-

tion C implies that it has order 2 since it is isomorphic to a subgroup of

&/Di$). This means that [r(£)7>(§): £>(§)] = [r(§): 7\£)nD(£)] = 2.
We assert that 7(§)377(£). Indeed, if r(£)nZ7(£)^Z>(£), r(£)r\7>(§)
is abelian as it is a proper normal subgroup of 7J)(^j). Thus 7(^) is nilpotent.

On the other hand, 7*(§) possesses an involution U such that Cr($>(£/)

= C*(c7) = UiXm where Ui is a quasilinear group of rank 2. Since P(Ui)

contains a subgroup isomorphic to P5L(2), which is not nilpotent, Ui and

hence ^ itself cannot be nilpotent. This is a contradiction; hence 7"(£>)

72Di$). Also we may conclude that [7(§): 7J>(§)] = 2.

Now it is clear that 7>(r(£))ÇD(£). If 7>(r(£>))5¿ !>(§), then 7J>(7/(§))
is abelian. Because 7(§) also is a quasilinear group of rank m<n, DiTi$))

contains a nonabelian simple factor group. Thus 7(§) cannot be abelian. Con-

sequently DiTi§)) =7J>(§).

Because all the proper normal subgroups of T>(^)) belong to Z(Z7(£>)),

£>(£>) is indecomposable. Suppose that 7(§) = §iX£>2 is decomposable. Then

i>(7X£))=D(£i)Xl>(£2). Hence 7>(§)=D(£i) or 77(£) = 7>(§2). This im-

plies that 7\!>) =Di&) XS where @ is a group of order 2.

That the center Z(7(^)) is cyclic of even order now follows from Condi-

tion B.

Suppose that rk § is even and T(§) is decomposable. Then ZÍDÍ¡q))

contains a unique subgroup Si of order 2, which is necessarily normal in ^.

This means that @i is in the center of § and thus that — l£ÊiÇZ(7J>(§)).

Then the element E?¿ ±1 of order 2 in S is an involution which is not in

Z(£) by Condition A. But C$,iE)72Ti§). Therefore, 7(C$(£)) = 7(£)
= Dil£>) XS. Thus if rk ¡Q = m, 77(§) must be an involutory quasilinear group

of odd rank m — 1 Condition A. But 7J>(§) is its own commutator subgroup;

by Condition B, it contains no element of order 2 in its center. This is a con-

tradiction. Hence 7(§) is indecomposable.

If rk § is odd, the center Z(7>(§)) has odd order by Condition B. This

(6) In the proof of the Principal Theorem, the critical results will be called theorems. If a

result has such great utility that it is frequently used without specific reference, it will be called

a lemma. The remaining results are called propositions.
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means that the element —1 of order 2 in the center of £> is not in D(fè). Let

© be the group generated by —1. Then clearly T(&) =D(&) X@.

It is a consequence of the inductive assumption of the Principal Theorem

that the involutory centralizer C*(U) = T(C(U)) of an involution U in a

quasilinear group is the direct product of involutory quasilinear groups. An

involution U^ +1 in a quasilinear group § will be called a proper involution

of §, the proper involutions of ® will be termed simply proper involutions.

They belong to the classes $i, Ä2, • • • , Ä„-i. A quasilinear group which

is a direct factor in the direct decomposition of the involutory centralizer of

a proper involution U will be called a decomposition group belonging to the in-

volution U. If Ui and U2 are the two decomposition groups appearing in a

decomposition of the involutory centralizer C*(U) of a proper involution C7,

rk Ui+rk U2 = re. Furthermore, l=rkU¿^re —1 for*—1, 2.

Let U be a proper involution in the quasilinear group ®. Then C*(U) has

the decomposition

(3.1) C*(U) = UiXU2

where Ui and U2 are involutory quasilinear groups. The center Z(C*(U)) and

the factor group P(C*(U)) have the decompositions

(3.2) Z(C*(U)) = Z(Ui) X Z(Ui),

(3.3) P(C*(U)) = P(Ui) X P(U2)

where Z(Ui) and Z(U2) are cyclic groups of even order while P(Ui) and P(U2)

are isomorphic to groups of the form PTL(p). In particular, Z(C*(U)) con-

tains exactly four involutions: ±1 and ± U. Naturally 1 is represented by

I1XI2 relative to (3.1) and (3.2) where h and 12 are the identities in the de-

composition groups Ui and U2, respectively. Let — li and — lj be the unique

elements of order 2 in Ui and U2, respectively. Then there are three possibili-

ties for the nontrivial involutions in Z(C*(U)): — I1XI2, liX —12, and

— liX —12. When there will be no confusion, we will abbreviate this notation

to write: —1X1, IX —1, and — IX —1, respectively. Of course, l = li = l2;

so 1 = 1X1. In case —1=— IX— 1, we term the decomposition (3.1) semi-

normal. Then by at most a change in notation, we have f/GUi and — UE U2.

A normal decomposition is one where UiHZ(®) =U2nZ2(®) = 1. Clearly a

normal decomposition is seminormal. By virtue of Condition A, C*(U) always

has a seminormal decomposition.

4. Refinements of decompositions. We now consider the situation where

U and F are commuting involutions in the quasilinear group © of rank re.

Then VEC*(U) and UEC*(V). Relative to the decomposition

(4.1) C*(U) -UiXUi

Fis represented by FiX 72 where 7i and 72 are involutions. Then C*(U, V)

= T(C(U, V) = T(Cul(Vi))XT(Cni(Vi)). Condition A when applied to the
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quasilinear groups Hi and U2 yields the decomposition

(4.2) C*iU, V) = Ui X Ui" X 11/ X U/'

where, as the notation indicates, r(Cu,(F,-)) = U/ XU/', i = 1, 2, is the decom-

position into involutory quasilinear groups. Also from Condition A, it follows

that we may take the decompositions of Ui and IL2 to be seminormal. We call

(4.2) a seminormal refinement or, in short, a refinement of (4.1). The groups

U< and Ui" ,i=l, 2, will also be called decomposition groups. In case F¿£Z(Ui),

it follows from Condition A that Cu/F,-) =U¿. However, (4.2) is not contra-

dicted; we may merely take one of the subgroups 11/ or Ui' to be the identity

and the other to be U,-. In any event, with this decomposition we have

(4.3) rk VU + rk Ui" + rk U2' + rk U/' = ».

The center ZiC*iU, V)) has the decomposition corresponding to the decom-

position (4.2)

(4.4) Z(C*(U, V)) = Z(UO X Z(Ui") X Z(U2') X Z(U2").

Here the components Zi\\l) and Z(U/') are either identity groups or cyclic

groups of even nonzero order according as the corresponding quasilinear

groups 11/ and Ui' have rank 0 or not. In particular, the number of involu-

tions in ZiC*iU, V)) is 4, 8, or 16 according as two, one, or none of the de-

composition groups in (4.2) are the identity.

Let C*iV) possess the decomposition

(4.5) C*iV) = $Bi X 252.

Relative to this decomposition U is represented by U=UiXUi where Ui

and Ui are involutions. Just as in the case (4.1), we may form a refinement

of (4.5) to obtain

(4.6) C*iV, U) = 25/ X 25/' X 25/ X 2?/'.

Of course, C*(F, Í7) = C*iU, V); but we find it convenient to adopt the con-

vention of writing C*iU, V) if we form a refinement of C*iU) and writing

C*iV, U) if we form a refinement of C*(F).

These concepts readily extend to the case where there is a set of more

than two mutually commuting involutions. Indeed, continuing this process,

we will always arrive at a set 3TC of mutually commuting involutions for which

C*(3TC) is the direct product of n quasilinear groups of rank 1. But there are

precisely 2" involutions in such a direct product. Since C*(9TC) is abelian, 3TC is

precisely the set of involutions in C*(9TC) ; this also means that 3ÎI is maximal.

To summarize, we have the following proposition, which is valid for quasi-

linear groups of rank m, l^m^n.

Proposition 4.1. In the quasilinear group ® of rank n, every set S of

mutually commuting involutions is contained in a maximal set 311 of 2" mutually
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commuting involutions for which C*(9TC) is the direct product of re quasilinear

groups of rank 1.

We compare the refinements (4.2) and (4.6) in the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2. Let $ be a set of mutually commuting involutions in the quasi-

linear group ®. Suppose that there exist two decompositions

(4.7) C*(S) = SiX&X • •• XÏ*,

(4.8) C*(S) = 3iX2)2X • • • X9i

into involutory quasilinear groups. Then k = l and the factors in (4.8) may be

arranged so that Hi and g)¿ have the same rank, i = 1, 2, • • • , k. In particular, the

number of components of a given rank is the same in (4.7) as it is in (4.8).

Proof. By Proposition 3.1, the components Hi and §)< are either inde-

composable or decomposable so that, for example, Hi = D(Hi)X&i. Thus we

may further decompose (4.7) and (4.8) so that we obtain direct products of

indecomposable groups of the form Hi, D(Hi), or @, on the one hand and in-

decomposable groups §),-, D(g),-), and (§/ on the other hand. Applying the

Krull-Schmidt Theorem to the factor group D(C*(§>))/Z(D(C*(&))), we see

that the indecomposable factors Hi/Z(Hi) or D(Hi)/Z(D(Hi)) obtained from

(4.7) may be paired with the factors §),-/Z(g),) or D(i)i)/Z(D($)i)) obtained

from (4.8). Then the indecomposable factors of rank greater than one in (4.7)

may be paired with the indecomposable factors of rank greater than one in

(4.8). Also in comparing the decompositions of C*(S)/7J>(C*(S)) that may be

obtained from (4.7) and (4.8), we see that there is the same number of com-

ponents of order 2 in each of the decompositions (4.7) and (4.8).

Let rk Hi = p, and rk 2), = p/. The factor groups P(X,) or P(D(Hi)) of the

indecomposable components in (4.7) contain subgroups of index at most 2

which are isomorphic to PSL(pi). Similarly, the factor groups P (§),•) or

P(77(2),)) of the indecomposable components in (4.8) contain groups of index

at most 2 which are isomorphic to PSL(p'). It follows from results of Dieu-

donné [7, p. 22], that no two of the groups PSL(pi) and PSL(pí) are iso-

morphic unless pi = pi.

This means that either Hi and §),- are both indecomposable and isomorphic

or that D(Hi) and D(tyi) are both indecomposable and isomorphic at least

when pi = p[ >1. In the latter case both Hi and §),- are direct products of a

group of order 2 with D(Hi) and D($i), respectively; thus they are isomorphic.

The number of cyclic components in (4.7) is the number of cyclic components

in the decomposition of C*(S) into indecomposable components obtained from

the groups Hi less the number of decomposable components Hi of odd rank

p,->l. A similar statement holds for the cyclic components of (4.8). Because

there are as many cyclic components in the decomposition obtained from

(4.7) as from that obtained from (4.8) and as many components of odd rank
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pi> 1 in (4.7) as there are components of odd rank pi > 1 in (4.8), the num-

ber of cyclic components in (4.7) is the same as in (4.8). The remainder of the

lemma now follows easily.

5. Classification of involutions. A proper involution U of a quasilinear group

will be called an even involution if U belongs to a decomposition group of

C*iU) of even rank; otherwise U will be called an odd involution. Because of

the following proposition, even involutions play an important role in the

study of the involutions of ®.

Proposition 5.1. Let $ be a set of mutually commuting involutions in a

quasilinear group of rank n and let

(5.1) C*(S) - tí X % X • • • X %,

(5.2) C*(8) = »i X 9i X • • • X i)k

be direct decompositions of C*(S) into quasilinear groups. Let rk Hi = p be even

and let U be an involution in the center of &. Then U is in the center of a decom-

position group §),- of (5.2) of rank p.

Proof. Form the commutator subgroup 7>(C*(S)). From (5.1) we obtain

that

(5.3) D(C*(i)) = DQii) X D(£i) X • • ■ X />(&).

(5.4) D(C*(&)) = 0(90 X Dm X • • • X Dm.

The group 77(C*(S)) may not satisfy both chain conditions on its lattice of

normal subgroups; so we look at 77(C*(S))/Z(77(C*(S))). This group decom-

poses into simple factors isomorphic to 7>(3e¿)/Z(7)(3Ej)) and also into simple

factors isomorphic to 77(§),)/Z(£)(2)i)). We may now apply a theorem of

Speiser (cf. Zassenhaus [13, Chapter III, §3]) to assert that the nontrivial

simple components appearing in a decomposition of 7>(C*(S))/Z(7>(C*(S)))

are uniquely determined. This means that after a rearrangement of the com-

ponents in (5.4), we may set P(ïi)3/3 = -DO«)3/3 where 3 = Z(27(C*(S))).

Then if A£D(x\), there exists ZXE3 such that AZ* is in 77(2),). The ele-

ment Zx is not uniquely determined but its coset in 3/Z(D(g)i)) is so deter-

mined. Let Zx be this coset. Then X—>ZX is a homomorphism of Dili) into

Z/Z(7»(2)i)). Since Dili) is perfect, Zx is the identity for all A£D(Ï,). Thus

Zx£Z(D(2),)). Since XZxED®*), A£77(g),) for all A£7>(ï,). Thus DQii)
Ç7)(g),). The converse inequality may be similarly obtained. Thus 77(36,)

= £)(§),), whenever these groups are nontrivial. Certainly this will be true if

D(X,i) and D(Qi) are trivial. Hence we may take Dili) =D($)i), i=l, 2,

Now if U belongs to the center of 3€i and rk & is even, U belongs to the

center of T>(&) =7)(§)i) by the argument given in the proof of Proposition

3.1. Consequently U belongs to the center of gh. Since Dili) =D(^i), Hi and

§)i have the same ranks.
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We now define a p-involution for even p, 0<p¿n, to be a proper involu-

tion which is contained in the center of a quasilinear group of rank p in a

decomposition of its involutory centralizer. Subsequently we will define p-

involutions for other values of p.

Corollary 5.2. Let U be an involution in the decomposition group Hi of

(5.1). Then if 3 tí any subset of S containing U, U is contained in the center of

some decomposition group of rank p = rk Hi in any decomposition of C*(3). 7re

particular, if U is a p-involution, it is always contained in the center of a de-

composition group of rank p in any decomposition of C*(U).

Proof. Suppose that C*(3) possesses the decomposition

(5.5) C*(3) -XiXXiX • • • XZi.

Refine (5.5) to form a decomposition of C*(S) such as (5.2). Then it follows

from Proposition 5.1 that UEZ(%)i) for some component §)» such that

rkg)j = p. Because (5.2) has now been taken as a refinement of (5.5), 2),Çïy

for some component %¡. The involution UEZ(^)i) is also contained in

Z(C*(3)). But Z(C*(í))r\Zj = Z(Z¡). Hence UEZ(Zj). Since the refine-

ments are seminormal, U cannot belong to both Z (§),-) and Z(T¡) unless

Z(2)¿) =Z(£;). The last statement of the proposition now follows when one

takes T to consist of U alone.

It is a consequence of Corollary 5.2 that odd involutions belong to decom-

position groups of odd rank. In particular, if re is odd and p is odd, we define

a p-involution of ® to be an involution Î7 belongings to the center of a de-

composition group of rank p of a seminormal decomposition. Then — C7 be-

longs to a decomposition group of even rank re —p. So U is a p-involution with

p and re odd if and only if — U is an (re — p)-involution. We will delay the

definition of p-involutions with p odd and re even to a following section.

Again we similarly define p-involutions for odd p of decomposition groups

£> of odd rank m<n. We do not claim them to be p-involutions of ® in this

case.

Proposition 5.3. Let U be a p-involution with p even. Then U is conjugate

to — U only if p = ra/2.

Proof. Let C*(U) possess the seminormal decomposition

(5.7) C*(U) = Ui X Uî,

where UEUi and rk Ui=p. Now if there exists PG® such that RUR~l = -U,

then RC(U)R~l = C(U). From this it follows that RC*(U)R-^C*(U). But
then

(5.8) C*(£7) = RVLiR-1 X RUiR~l

is  a   seminormal   decomposition   into   quasilinear   groups.   In   particular,
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rk PU2P-1 = re-p. However, the center Z(PU2P_1) contains R(- U)R~X= U.

This is in contradiction to Corollary 5.2 and proves the proposition.

Proposition 5.4. The p-involutions of ® with p even belong to the same

conjugate class Ëp.

Proof. This is clear if p = n/2 for the involutions in the class Ä„/2 and only

these involutions belong to the centers of quasilinear decomposition groups

of rank re/2. Therefore, let p 9e n — p and let U and F be two p-involutions. Let

(5.9) C*(U) - Ui X Uî,

(5.10) C*(V) =33iX332

be seminormal decompositions where f/GUi and VE 33i. Then because of the

form of (5.9) and (5.10), it may be seen that U and F belong to one of the

two classes $p and $tn-p. This is because involutions in these classes and only

in these classes can have isomorphic centralizers as may be seen by identify-

ing the simple groups in a composition series for the involutory centralizers

of the involutions in ® as we did in §4. Hence, if U and Fare not conjugate, it

follows from Proposition 5.3 that U and — F are conjugate. Then there exists

PG® such that RUR~l= — V. This leads to a seminormal decomposition

(5.11) C*(V) = C*( - V) = RlXiR-1 X RUiR-1.

But PU2P-1 is a quasilinear decomposition group of rank re — p containing

the involution V = R(—U)R~1 in its center. This is a contradiction to the

fact that F is a p-involution. Hence U and F are conjugate.

Now we see that one of the classes $,, or S„-p consists of p-involutions

while the other consists of (re — p)-involutions when p is even and p9£n/2.

Therefore, we may and will enumerate the classes ®p so that $p consists of

p-involutions when p is even.

To discuss the situation relative to the odd involutions in a quasilinear

group of even rank, we prove the following counterpart of Proposition 5.3.

Proposition 5.5. Let U be an odd involution. Then U is conjugate to — U

only if UE®n/i.

Proof. We need treat only the case where re = rk ® is even. Let C*(U)

possess the seminormal decomposition

(5.12) C*(U) = UiXU2

where C/GUi and rk Ui = p is odd. We assume that p^n—p. Thus we may

take n—p>p. Let í be an even integer such that n—p>s>p. Because í is

even, we have defined i-involutions in the quasilinear decomposition group

U2. Let 5 be such an involution. Upon refining (5.12), we may obtain the

seminormal decomposition
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(5.13) C*iU,S) = UiX@XU/

where 5£@ and rk © = j.

Suppose that R is an element of ® such that RUR~l= — U. Then

RC*iU)R-1 = C*i-U) = C*iU). Let T = RSR~1 and form the seminormal de-

composition (5.14) of C*iU, T) = C*i-U, RSR-*)=RC*iU)R-u.

(5.14) C*iU, T) =25iX£X25/,

where %i = RUiR~l, Z = R<BR-\ and 25/ =RU¿R-\ Then -t/£25i and
TEX. Next we form a decomposition (5.15) of C*iU, T) by refining (5.12);

comparison with (5.14) shows that this refinement has only three decomposi-

tion groups of ranks p, s, and n—p — s. Because of the choice of s>p, Ui

will not decompose in forming (5.15). Thus we obtain

(5.15) C*iU, T).- Ui X V X Us",

where we may take TEX' because of Proposition 5.1. Then rkï = j and

rkUf =n-p-s.
Thus 5 and T are i-involutions of the quasilinear group U2. We have just

argued that they are conjugate in II2 in Proposition 5.4. Thus there exists

F£U2 such that VTV~l = S. Replacing R by VR, we obtain that RSR~l = S.

Thus both R and U are in CiS). Let C*(5) =ïiXÏ2 be a seminormal decom-

position. Relative to this decomposition, let R and U be represented by

RiXRi and UiX Ui, respectively. Then RUR~1= — U implies that

(5.16) RiUiRr1 = i-li)Ui   and   RiUiRr1 = (-l2)t/2.

On the other hand, we may refine the decomposition of C*(5) to form a

decomposition of C*iS, U), which may be seen to contain but three com-

ponents by virtue of a comparison with (5.13). Then one of these components

is li or ï2; and the corresponding component t7i or Ui of U is, therefore, in

the center of & or ï2 because it is in the center of C*(5, Í7). This contradicts

(5.16). So we cannot have RUR~1= — U; this proves the proposition.

Proposition 5.6. Let n be odd and p be odd. Then the p-involutions of ®

belong to the same conjugate class fíp.

Proof. From the form of a seminormal decomposition of the involutory

centralizer of a ^-involution U, it follows that U and — U belong to one of the

two classes fíp or fíB_j,. Also — U is an even involution and thus in fíB_p.

This implies that the ¿»-involution U is in fíp. Thus all p-involutions are con-

jugate in this case.

6. Automorphisms of seminormal decompositions. In this section we study

various decompositions of the involutory centralizers of proper involutions.

But first we need to study the relations between proper involutions in an

involutory quasilinear group § of rank m, 2^m^n, and those in the projec-

tive linear group PTL(m).
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In [8, Chapter I, §3 and §4], Dieudonné distinguishes two kinds of in-

volutions in PTL(m), namely, those of the first kind which are images by

the natural homomorphism A: X—>P(X) =PTL(m) of involutions in X

= TL(m) and those of the second kind which are not images of the elements of

KP(X) (here we set %p = %m~p in case p>m/2). By comparing the centralizers

of involutions in § and X, we will arrive at the following proposition.

Proposition 6.1. Let U be an involution in the class ®p(!q) of the quasilinear

group ¡Q of rank m, 2 = m<re. Let í>: £>—>PF7,(»t) be an epimorphism. Then

^U is an involution in the class Sp of PTL(m).

Proof. The proposition is trivial in case m = 2; therefore, assume m>2.

Let U* be an involution in P(X). Then the inverse image of the centralizer

C(U*) of U* in X consists of the group C'(U) of elements F such that

VV= ±777 where 77 is an element of 7 such that A77= C7*. If U*E%P, we
may take 77 in ®P(X) and conclude that [C"(77): C*(77)] = 2. Thus C*(Ü)

= C%(U) is normal in C'(U). Since St is quasilinear, we have that P(D(C*(U)))

is isomorphic to PSL(p)XPSL(m — p). Thus it is possible to determine a

normal series for C'(U) such that the only possible nonabelian factors are the

groups PSL(p) and PSL(m — p). Since m^3, one such factor will be non-

abelian. Clearly then we can make the same statement about C(U*) =AC'(U).

From Dieudonné's results [7, p. 22] and the Schreier refinement theorem for

normal series, it follows that for distinct p, 0<p5jjwt/2, the centralizers

C(U*) of involutions U*E2P are nonisomorphic.

A class ?' of involutions of the second kind exists only when m is even. Let

77' be an element of X such that AU'= U'*E%'. Then it follows from Dieu-

donné's characterization of the centralizer of such an involution in GL(m)

that C*(U') has a normal series which contains as the only possible non-

abelian simple factor the projective unimodular group PSL(m/2, K') defined

over a quadratic extension K' of K. The same will be true for the groups

C'(77') and KC'(U') = C(U'*). Again from Dieudonné's result [7, p. 22], and

the Schreier refinement theorem, it follows that C(U'*) is not isomorphic to

any of the groups C(U*) considered in the preceding paragraph.

Thus if UE®p(&), the conjugate class of U*=$U in P(j) is determined

by identifying up to isomorphism the centralizer C(U*) of U* in P(X). As

above, this may be done by identifying the projective unimodular groups in

a particular normal series for C*(U) in §. But these groups are PSL(p) and

PSL(m—p) as follows from Condition A. Therefore, U*E%P- This proves the

proposition.

Corollary 6.2. An involution in the class Ëp(lç>) of a quasilinear group ¡Q

of rank m<nis a product of p involutions from the classes fíi(£>) or Ä„_i(£J).

Proof. An involution U in ËP(X) is the product of p mutually commuting

involutions in $i(£). Taking X lor the group £> in Proposition 6.1, we see
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that an involution U* in 8p is the product of p mutually commuting involu-

. tions from the class 81. Now let £7£fíp($). Then d>£7 is the product of p mu-

tually commuting involutions from the class 81. This means that there are p

mutually commuting or anticommuting involutions in the classes fíi(§) or

fí„_i(^>) such that their product is of the form ZU where ZEZÍ&). Because

of Propositions 5.3 and 5.5, these involutions commute. Thus this product is

an involution. Therefore, Z= +1. By replacing one of the involutions in this

product by its negative, if necessary, we arrive at the result.

Proposition 6.3. Let U be an even involution in a quasilinear group §.

Then U is in Z7(§). If U is an odd involution in a quasilinear group § of rank

m<n, U is not in Di¡Q).

Proof. If U is an even involution in a quasilinear group §, then U belongs

to the center of a quasilinear group U of even rank. But D(\X) contains an

element E of order 2 in its center by virtue of Condition B. Since this is the

only element of order 2 in Z(7)(U)), it is in Z(U). But there is only one element

of order 2 in Z(U) by Condition A. Therefore, U = E is in 7J>(U)Ç7>(§).

Next let U be an odd involution in a quasilinear group § of odd rank m.

Then — U is an even involution and hence in 7J>(^)). Condition B asserts

that -1 is not in D(§). Therefore, U=(-l)(- U) is not in Z>($).

Finally we treat the case of odd involutions in a quasilinear group ^> of

even rank m. These are the involutions in fíp(^) with p odd. If í7£fíP(^>),

then — UE^m-pi& by Proposition 5.6. Since rk § is even, either both U

and — U are in 7>(^>) or both are not. Thus both fíp(^>) and fím_p(^>) consist

of involutions in Di¡£>) or both contain no involution of 7)(^). Since the group

Ti&)/Di&) is of order 2, it follows that a product of an odd number of in-

volutions not in 7?(§) is also not in 77(§). Because of Corollary 6.2, the in-

volutions in fíp(£>) and Äm_p(^>) belong to 7)(¿p) with p odd if the involutions

in fíi(§) and Äm_i(^) belong to 77(£>). But the involutions in fíP(§) and

fím-p(§) with p even already have been shown to be in 7>(@. Hence if the

involutions of fíi(§) and fím_i(^)) are in 7)(¿p), we obtain a contradiction of

Condition C. This proves the proposition.

Let U he a proper involution and let

(6.1) C*(£0=UiXUt

be a seminormal decomposition. Then the subgroups Ui and U2 are involutory

quasilinear subgroups with unique subgroups (Si and (S2 of order 2 in their

respective centers. We may assume that U= — li£@i and that — U= — Is

£(£2. By Proposition 3.1, there exist unique epimorphisms $,-: U<—>fëi and

pi: Ui—»@y for i = l, 2 and i^j. Define homomorphisms $i, SF,, and ß< of Ui

into C*(U) by setting «^(A) = 0,(A)A, *<(A) = 1n(X)X, and Í2,(A)
= <piiX)piiX)X for A£ Ui. One may verify that these are normal homomor-

phisms. In general, designate by AiXA2 the normal endomorphism of C*iU)

whose restriction to Ui is a normal homomorphism A,-, i=l, 2.
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Proposition 6.4. Let U be an odd involution and let re = rk ® be even. Then

the endomorphism Çl = QiXQi is an automorphism such that

(6.2) C*(U) = Wi XIXÍ

is a seminormal decomposition with Ui =ßUi and 111 = Í2U2. Furthermore, if V

is an involution of U¿, Í2F= ± F according as FGP(U,) or not. In particular,

QiU= -U is in Ui and Q(-U) = Uis in IXÍ.

Proof. We must show that the homomorphism Q is an automorphism. Let

XiXX2 be the representation of X in C*(U) relative to (6.1). If Ü(X) = 1,

then we obtain that 0i(Xi)i/'2(X2)Xi = li and02(X2)i^i(Xi)X2 = I2. This implies

that X,= ±1,-, t = l, 2. But the commutator subgroups D(]\i) do not contain

involutions in their centers by Condition B. Thus, if Xi= — U= U, we obtain

that 4>i(U)MX2)U = p2(X2) = li. But -12G77(U2); thus X2=l2. But then

02(l2)^i(Xi)l2=l2 and pi(Xi) = 12, which implies that Xi = li. This is a con-

tradiction. Hence Xi=li. Similarly, X2=l2 and X=l. Thus ß is a mono-

morphism. Since Í2 induces the identity homomorphism on C*(U)/D(C*(U))

and is the identity on D(C*(U)), it is an automorphism.

To prove the second statement, observe merely that 4>i(V)= ±li and

Pi(V) = + lj for t = 1, 2, and Í9£j, according as 7 is in 77(U,) or not. The last

statement is a consequence of Proposition 6.3.

Proposition 6.5. Let U be an even involution of ®. Form (6.1) with UE Ui.

Let S2, $, and^ be the respective endomorphisms fiiXl, $iXl, and ^iXl of

C*(U). Then Í2, $>, and^f are automorphisms and

(6.3) C*(U) = Ui" X Us'

where ÍXÍ =Í2U¿, $U,-, or^llí, as the case may be. Furthermore, if 7GUi ts an

involution, then ti(V)=V or - V, $(V) = V or UV and^(V)= V or -UV ac-

cording as V is in D(VLi) or not.

In each case the proof is a simplification of the proof of Proposition 6.4.

7. 1-involutions. In the case where re = rk ® is odd, 1-involutions of ®.

were defined in §5 and the classes S:p were enumerated so that they belonged

to Si and for such an involution U

(7.1) C*(U) =UiXU2

where UEUi and rk Tli = 1. When re is even, we take an arbitrary involution

U satisfying (7.1) and call it and its conjugates 1-involutions. Then we may

again enumerate the classes so that C/GSi- This arbitrary way of choosing

1-involutions in ® leaves ambiguous the definition of 1-involutions in quasi-

linear decomposition groups of even rank. Eventually we will define 1-

involutions in these groups. However, in any quasilinear group & of rank

retire, we will designate the involutions of the classes fîi(Ô) and Äm_i(^>) as

extremal involutions.
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Proposition 7.1. Let U be a 1-involution in the quasilinear group ® and

suppose that C*iU) possesses the seminormal decomposition (7.1). Let V be an

extremal involution of the quasilinear group U2. Then one of the involutions

± V and ±UV is a 1-involution V of ®. Furthermore, V is an extremal in-

volution of a quasilinear decomposition group U/ of rank n — 1 belonging to a

seminormal decomposition

(7.2) C*(U) = UiXU/.

By refining (7.2), we may obtain a decomposition

(7.3) C*iU,V) = UiXSB/ X3S5/

where rk 20/= 1 and F'£2B/. When n is even, V = V or V'=-UV and

U/=U2.

Note that in case rk U2 is odd, this proposition implies that the 1-involu-

tion V of ® is a 1-involution in U2. Thus 1-involutions in ® are 1-involutions

in U2, which is as it should be.

Proof. Because V is an extremal involution in U2, we obtain the refinement

(7.4) C*iU, V) = Ui X 2Bi X 2B2

where rk 3S5i = 1. Now — U is the element of order 2 in the center of U2. Hence

either F or — UV belongs to 23i.

We first dispense with the case that n is even. Choose V to be that one

of For — UV which belongs to 3551. Then relative to the decomposition (7.3),

U and V are represented by —1X1X1 and IX —1X1, respectively. Thus

— UV' = 1X1X — 1 and is in the center of 2B2 and in U2. This means that

— Z/F'isan (n — 2)-involution and that UV'isa 2-involution. The proposition

will be established for this case by proving the following lemma and setting

UV'=T, 77 = 7?, and V' = S.

Lemma 7.2. Let T be a 2-involution such that T=RS where R and S are

commuting involutions. Suppose, furthermore, that C*(7) Aas the seminormal

decomposition

(7.5) C*iT) = Xi XZi

with TE £1 and the refinement

(7.6) C*iT, R) = £/ X £1" X Zi

with rk Xí =rk £/' = 1. Then R and S are conjugate by an involution in %i.

Proof. Relative to (7.5), R = RiXRi and S = SiXSi. Because of the form

of the refinement (7.6) and the fact that 7?£Z(C*(r, R)), it follows that A2

is in Z(£2); that is, R2= ± 12. But relative to (7.5), T=TXXT2 with 72 = 12.

Since RS= T, 52 = i?2. Thus i?iSi = T and Ri and Si are proper involutions of

the quasilinear group Xi of rank 2. By Condition A, they are conjugate in Zi.
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We now continue with the proof of Proposition 7.1 and treat the remaining

case where re is odd. Replacing 7 by — UV, il necessary, we may assume

that FGSBi. Let C*(V) possess the seminormal decomposition (7.7)

(7.7) C*(V) = 33i X 332

where FG33i. Next form a decomposition for C*(V, U) by refining (7.7). By

comparison with (7.4), we see that there are but three quasilinear groups in

a decomposition of C*(V, U) =tyiX'$)2X'¡!)¡; thus we obtain

(7.8) C*(V, U) = Di X % X %

where rk §)i = rk §)2 = 1 and rk§)3 = re —2 by virtue of Proposition 5.1. There

are four possibilities:

(7.9) §)i = 33i   and   §)2,g),Ç832)

(7.10) Dî,$.Ç8i    and 2h = 332)

(7.11) g)i,g)iÇSBi   and g), = 332,

(7.12) D, = S,    and   %, g)2 ç 232.

Because re is odd, F is a p-involution if rk 33i = p. Thus in (7.9), F is a

1-involution, and we may take V— V and W2 = U2 in this case.

In the case (7.10), 7 is an (re — l)-involution. Hence — 7 is a 1-involution

and conjugate to U. But — 7 is represented relative to (7.4) by — 1X1X — 1

and thus is not in U2. However, — C/7=1X1X —1 relative to (7.4) and is

thus in the center of 3B2. But rk 3B2 = re —2 and hence is odd. Thus — UV is

an odd involution of the quasilinear group U2. Define ^ to be the automor-

phism defined in Proposition 6.5 and set U2' =1ïfU2 (here, of course, we inter-

change the roles of U and — U and Ui and Ui). Then — V=U(— UV)

=\ir( — UV) is in U2' because — UVÈD(Ui) by Proposition 6.3. Furthermore,

upon setting SBi" =^3Bi and 3B2" ="^3B2, we obtain

(7.13) C*(U, -F) = Ui X3Bi" X 3B2"

in which — FG3B2" and rk 2S2" =re —2. But now apply Proposition 6.4 to

the seminormal decomposition 7(Cu2'(— F)) = 3Bi" X2B2" to obtain a decom-

position P(Cu2<(- V)) =3Bi' X3B2' where - 7G2Ö/ and rk SB/ = 1. Then upon

setting V'= — V, we may obtain (7.3).

In the case (7.11), 7 is a 2-involution. Now U(UV) = V. We may apply

Lemma 7.2 because (7.8) and (7.11) imply (7.6). Thus UV is conjugate to U

and is a 1-involution of ®. On the other hand, 7 is an odd involution of the

quasilinear group ll2 and so is not in 77(U2) by Proposition 6.3. Let "it be

defined as in Proposition 6.5 (with an interchange of the roles of Ui and U2).

Then if U2' =*U2, UV=¥V is a 1-involution of ® which belongs to U2'.

Now C*(U,  UV) has the decomposition of C*(U,  -V) in (7.13) and UV
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£2Bi", which has rank 1. Thus we may obtain (7.3) by taking F'= UV and

20/ = 355/' and 20/ =355/' in (7.13).
In the case (7.12), V is an (n — 2)-involution. Then — F is a 2-involution.

Furthermore, — F= Í7(— UV). As in the previous paragraph, we may apply

Lemma 7.2 to obtain that — UV is conjugate to i/and is a 1-involution of @.

Relative to the decomposition (7.4), — UV is represented by 1 XI X — 1 and,

therefore, is in the center of 2B2, which has odd rank n — 2. Proposition 6.3 im-

plies that — UV is not in 7>(U2). Thus we may apply Proposition 6.4 to the

decomposition of 7(Cu2(F)) to obtain a decomposition (7.3) where 355/ = £2355i

and 255/ = ß3552. Here 355/ contains Í2F= — UV in its center. Hence we take

U/ = U2 and V = - UV in this case.

Proposition 7.3. Let U and V be as in Proposition 7.1. Then UV is a

2-involution in ®.

Proof. In proving Proposition 7.1, we chose V = V when n was even and

showed that UV'= UV is a 2-involution. Therefore, assume that n is odd.

Refer to the decomposition (7.3); here 355/ X355/ is a seminormal decomposi-

tion of the involutory centralizer 7(Cu2'(F')) in U/. Taking, for the moment,

V to be a 1-involution of U/ and of ® and using Proposition 7.1, we may find

an involution X in 355/ which is conjugate to V in U/ and for which we have

the decomposition

(7.14) TiCvtAV, A)) = 355/ XliX £*

where rk ïi=l and rk l2 = n — 3 and A£ïi. From (7.14) we have

(7.15) C*iU, V, X) = Ui X 355/ X li X &.

Here Ui, 355/ , and x\ are the unique groups of order 2 containing the 1-involu-

tions U, V, and X, respectively. Because X is conjugate to V, it is a 1-

involution. Thus in forming a decomposition of C*(A, UV) by refining a

decomposition of the involutory centralizer of the 1-involution X, only three

groups appear in the decomposition, one of which must be Ai; we obtain

(7.16) C*iX, UV) - Hi X Di X %.

Now form C*(X, UV, U) = C*iU, V, X) by refining (7.16). Comparison

with (7.15) shows that only four groups appear in the decomposition given

by this refinement; that is, only one of the decomposition groups in (7.16)

decomposes. We may suppose that this group is §)2. Thus we obtain

(7.17) C*iX, UV, U) = Ï, X 9i X 3i x 32.

Furthermore, because (7.17) is a refinement of (7.16), it follows that the

involutions in the center of 3i and Si afe not in the center of C*(A, UV).

But — UVX is an even involution in the center of Hi in (7.15). By Proposi-

tion 5.1, it is in the center of a decomposition group in (7.17). Since — UVX
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also belongs to the center of C*(X, UV), it does not belong to the center of

,3i or of $2- Since XGïi, — UV'X is in the center of §)i. Now comparing the

decompositions (7.15) and (7.17), we see that the decomposition groups not

containing — UV'X have rank 1. Thus rk 3i = rk ¿2=1 and rk§)2 = 2. Since

the decomposition (7.16) is seminormal, F2 contains —X(—UV'X) = UV.

Therefore, UV is a 2-involution; the proposition is proved.

Proposition 7.4. Let U be a 2-involution and let

(7.18) C*(C7) = UiXU2

be a seminormal decomposition with UEVii. Let V be a proper involution of the

group Ui. Then V is an extremal involution of © and U is a product of two 1-

involutions, which may be taken to be V and UV or —V or — UV.

Proof. To prove the proposition, we assume that 7 is not an extremal in-

volution and arrive at a contradiction. The proposition is trivial when ret = 2,

and only the last statement need be proved when re = 3. Therefore, assume

that w>3 to prove the first statement of the proposition. Form the refine-

ment of (7.18)

(7.19) C*(U, V) - tt/ X Ui' X Ui

where FGU/ and rk Ui' =rkUi" =1. By Lemma 7.2, F and UV are con-

jugate. Form the seminormal decomposition

(7.20) C*(V) = 33i X 332.

Since F is not an extremal involution and w>3, rk 33i> 1 and rk 332> 1. Be-

cause there are but three decomposition groups in (7.19), we obtain only

three decomposition groups in forming C*(V, U) by refining (7.20) and two

of these groups have rank 1. Since rk 33i>l and rk 332>1, these are sub-

groups either of 33i or of 332; we may assume that they are subgroups of 93i.

Thus we obtain

(7.21) C*(V, U) = 33i' X 33i" X 932

where rk 33i' =rk 33i" =1. Replacing F by — F, if necessary, we have that

VE 33i and rk 93i = 2. Hence F will be a 2-involution.

Now in (7.19), — U is in the center of ll2; and in (7.21), — F is in the center

of 332. If « is even, rk U2 = rk 332 = re —2 is even, and it follows from Proposi-

tion 5.1 that — U is in the center of 332. This means that — U= — V, which is

impossible.

Thus we may assume that re is odd. Then re 2:5, and rk U2 = rk S32 = 3. We

choose a 1-involution IF in the decomposition group U2 of odd rank. Then we

obtain from (7.19) the decomposition

(7.22) C*(U, V, W) = Ui' X Ui" X U2' X U2"
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where rk U/ = 1, rk U/' =n — 3 is even, and IF£U/. In forming the decom-

position of C*iV, U, W) by refining (7.21), there is only one possibility by

comparison with (7.22). Thus we obtain

(7.23) C*iV, U, W) = 25/ X 25/' X 25/ X 25/'

where rk 25/ = 1 and rk 25/' =n — 3. Proposition 5.1 implies that — UW is in

the center of 25/' as it is in the center of UI'.

When we form the decomposition C*(i/, IF) obtained from refining (7.18),

we obtain

(7.24) C*(f7, IF) = Ui X VLi X U2".

Then the decomposition of C*(W, U) obtained from refining a seminormal

decomposition C*(IF) = 355iX3552 may be taken to be of the form

(7.25) C*(W, U) = 3S5iX2B/ X355/'.

Here, by virtue of Proposition 5.1, U and — UW are in the centers of decom-

position groups of rank 2 and n — 3, respectively. Since neither of these in-

volutions is in the center of C*(W), U and — UW belong to the centers of

355/ and 355/'. Therefore, IF£2Bi, which must have rank 1. Hence IF is a

1-involution in ®.

Next form the decomposition of C*(W, V) by refining a decomposition of

C*(W) to obtain

(7.26) C*(W, V) = 355i X Xi X %.

In forming the decomposition of C*(W, V, U) by refining (7.26), we see by

comparison with il.22) that only one of the decomposition groups in (7.26)

may decompose and we must obtain three decomposition groups of ranks 1

and one of rank n — 3. There are two possibilities in (7.26): either one of the

groups has rank 1 and the other has rank n — 2^3 or that one has rank 2.

We may suppose that rk & = 1 or 2. In the former case, there is only one way

of refining (7.20) so that we may obtain two decomposition groups of rank 1;

namely,

(7.27) C*iV, IF) = §)/ X §)/' X 252.

But UEC*iV, W) and (7.21) shows that the component of U in 252 relative

to the decomposition (7.20) is in the center of 232. Thus in (7.27), U has a

representation U= Uí XUV X Ui where Í72 is in the center of 252. Clearly

U{ and Uí' are in the centers of §)/ and §)/', respectively. This means that

C*iV, W) = C*iV, W, U) = C*iU, V, IF); comparing (7.27) and (7.22), we
obtain a contradiction. Thus we may assume that rk & = 2 in (7.26). Then in

forming a decomposition of C*(F, IF) from (7.20), we obtain

(7.28) C*(V, IF) = 25i X §)/ X 9,"
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where rk 33i = 2, rk2)2' =1 and rk%' =n-3. Also F is in the center of 33i;

hence by Proposition 5.1, F is in the center of Hi. Then — VW is in the center

of Hi. In refining (7.26) to form C*(W, V, U), we see by comparison with

(7.22) that only one decomposition group decomposes and that this must be

33i. We will then obtain that the only decomposition group of even rank in

this decomposition is g)2". By Proposition 5.1, §)2" and U2" contain the same

element of order 2 in their centers. Thus — UW= — VW and U= V. This is

a contradiction to the assumption that 7 is not an extremal involution. The

remainder of the proposition follows directly from Lemma 7.2.

Proposition 7.5. Every maximal set M of mutually commuting involutions

is a group of order 2n generated by a subset 31 of 1-involutions Vi, 72, • • • , V„.

Furthermore,

(7.29) 3TÍ = C*(3U) = C*(3l) = Hi X Hi X ■ ■ ■ XHn

is a direct product of involutory quasilinear groups Hi of rank 1 which contain,

respectively, the involutions 7,-, t = l, 2, • • • , re.

Of course, involutory quasilinear groups of rank 1 are groups of order 2.

A set 91 of 1-involutions for which (7.29) holds is always a set of generators

of 9TC as an abelian group. We will call such sets complete sets of mutually com-

muting 1-involutions. Later we will show that they are unambiguously deter-

mined by the maximal sets of involutions which they generate.

Proof. We first show that 911 contains a 2-involution. Let Wi be a proper

involution in 9E and form the seminormal decomposition C*(Wi) = 23i' X2Bi".

For one of these groups, say 3Bi', rk SBi* = 2. If rk SBi > 2, let Wt be in 3TC and

form the seminormal decomposition T(Cw[(W2)) = 9S2' X2B2". Again for one

of these groups, say SB2', rk 3B2 ̂  2. If rk 3B2' > 2, continue on in this manner.

Clearly after ret steps we will arrive at a decomposition T(Cssm_1'(Wm))

= 3BmX3Bm where now one of these groups, say 3B„, has rank 2. Then 33™

is a decomposition group in a decomposition for C*(I7i, W2, ■ • • , Wm)

formed by first forming the seminormal decomposition for C*(Wi) and then

refining this successively to decompositions of C*(Wi, W2), C*(Wi, IF2, Wi),

• • • , C*(JFi, JF2, • • • , Wni). Let T be the involution in the center of 3B£,.

Then T is in the center of C*(Wi, W2, ■ • • , Wm). Form by refining

C*(IFi, Wi, • ■ ■ , Wm) and using Proposition 4.1

(7.30) C*(9U) = C*(Wi, Wi, ■ ■ ■ , Wm, 311) = §)i X g)2 X • • • X %,

where rk §)¿ = 1. The elements of the groups $,- certainly generate the abelian

group 3TC of order 2" and TE 9TC.

Next form a seminormal decomposition

(7.31) C*(T) = XiXX2

where TEXi. Refine (7.31) to a decomposition of C*(3H) = C*(T, 9H). It is

clear that this decomposition contains quasilinear subgroups of rank 1 of Xi.
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Let Fi be the element of order 2 in one of these subgroups. By Proposition

7.4, Vi is an extremal involution in ®. Then either Fi or — Vi is a 1-involu-

tion. But — Vi is also in 9TC as — 1 certainly is. Therefore, by replacing Vi by

— Vi, if necessary, we may suppose that Vi is a 1-involution.

Form next a seminormal decomposition

(7.32) C*(Vi) - *i X S»

where ViEHi and rk& = l. Then §)i is a quasilinear group of rank n—1.

Forming a decomposition of C*(3fl) = C*(Fi, 317) by refining (7.32), we obtain

(7.33) C*(9H) = £, X Hi X Hi X ■ ■ ■ X Hi,

where Hi, i = 2, 3, • ■ ■ , n, are linear subgroups of §)i of rank 1. The elements

of order 2 in these groups generated a maximal set 9TC' of mutually commuting

involutions of §)i containing 2n_1 elements. The argument given above for 9TÏ

now tells us that 3TÍ' contains an extremal involution F/ of 2)i. Proposition

7.1 implies that one of ± VI or ± FiF/ is a 1-involution F2 of g)i and that

there exists a decomposition

(7.34) C*(Fi, Vi) = Hi X li X g),

where rk Hi = 1 and Hi contains F2. We may repeat the above process until

we obtain a decomposition group §)B_2 of rank 2.

Then by Proposition 7.4, F„'_i or — Fn'_i is a 1-involution of ® in jj)„_i.

Here if the latter case occurs, replace §)B_i by $n'_i = Q§)B_i where ß is the

automorphism of C*(FiF2) described(6) in Proposition 6.5. Then Vñ-i is not

in the commutator group of the quasilinear group §)B_i of rank 2. Therefore,

as in Proposition 6.5, fiFn'_i = — F„'_i= F„_i is in jj)B_i. If 7"n_i is the element

of order 2 in the center of 2)„-i, Tn-i= Vn-iVn where F« is an involution in

§)„_i which commutes with FB_i and which is a 1-involution in ® by Lemma

7.2. Therefore, r(Cg)„_,(FB_i, Vn))=Hn-iXHn and we may obtain (7.29).

This proves the proposition.

We remark that the involution Vi has been chosen so that Wi= ViVit

i=l, 2, • • • , n, is a 2-involution by virtue of Proposition 7.3.

8. Standard decompositions. Classification of involutions. Let U be a

proper involution of ©. Then U is contained in a maximal set of mutually

commuting involutions, which contains in turn a complete set 91 of mutually

commuting 1-involutions. We may suppose that (7.29) holds. Then relative

to (7.29),

U = UiXUiX ■ ■ ■ XUn.

By rearranging the components of (7.29), we may suppose that U¿=— 1,-

= Vi,i = 1,2, ■ ■ ■ ,pand Ui = li,i = p + l,p+2, ■ ■ ■ , n. Then U=ViV2 ■ • •

(e) Of course, now ß must be defined tobe the identity on the factors ï,-, 1 Sign —2, and to

be S2„_i on $>)„_!.
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V„ and —U= Vp+iVp+i ■ ■ ■ V„. If necessary, for the convenience of notation

we replace U by — U in the following considerations so that Hi is not altered

in the rearrangement of the components of (7.29).

A standard decomposition of C*(U) relative to a complete set 91 of mutually

commuting l-involutions which belong to C*(U) is a decomposition C*(U)

= UiXU2 in which the elements of 91 belong to Hi or U2.

Proposition 8.1. Let U be a proper involution and 91 a complete set of

mutually commuting 1-involutions in C*( U) arranged as above. Then there exists

a standard decomposition C*(U) = VliXVLi where Vi, Vi, ■ • ■ , Vp are conjugate

extremal involutions of Ui and Vp+i, Vp+2, • ■ • , Vn are conjugate extremal in-

volutions of VL2.

Proof. The proof will be developed by presenting several auxiliary proposi-

tions.

(8.1a). Any two of the involutions Vn and Vi are conjugate by an involution

Thi which commutes with the other involutions of 91. If h, i^p or if h, i>p,

ThiEC*(U). Indeed, we mentioned at the end of the proof of Proposition

7.5 that Wi— ViVi, t = 2, 3, • • • , re, is a 2-involution. Form the seminormal

decomposition

(8.1) C*(Wi) = SB/ X SB/'

where 17¿GSB/. Let k^l, i. Relative to (8.1), we have the representations

Vi = Vi X F/', Vt = Vi X Vi', Vk = Vi X Vi'. Form the decomposition of

C*(Vk, Wi) by refining a seminormal decomposition of C*(Vk); because 7*

is a 1-involution, this decomposition can have but three factors. The same

is then true for the decomposition of C(I7,-, Vk) obtained by refining (8.1).

This means that either Vi or VI' is in the center of the corresponding group

SB/ or SB/'. On the other hand, as we showed in the proof of Lemma 7.2,

VI and F/ are proper involutions of the quasilinear group SB/ of rank 2.

Therefore, T(Cw'¡(Vi)) =§)iX§)2 and contains but four involutions in its

center. Suppose that Vi is a proper involution in SB/ ; then VI ET(Cn'¡(Vi))

as VkEC(Vi). Thus VI = Vi or Vi = Vi. One may see similarly that Vi'

is in the center of SB/'. Hence we obtain that 17*= ViVk is in the center of

C*(Wi). Clearly Wk^±l and Wk9*W{. But if Wk=-Wi, Vk= - 7,-, which

is a contradiction because the 1-involution Vk would be conjugate to the

(re— l)-involution — 7„ contrary to Proposition 5.6.

Therefore, V{ must be in the center of SB/. But by Lemma 7.2, Fi and

Vi are conj ugate by an involution P,- in SB/. Hence relative to (8.1), P.- = P/ X1

and TiVkTïl=Vk. Set Pi¿=P,-. For Äy*l, t, set Thi=ThTiTh. It may be

verified that F,- and V¡, are conjugate by the involution Thi and that Thi

commutes with Vk, k9ih,i.

Finally let h, i^p. Since U= V{V2 ■ ■ ■ Vp contains the factors F,- and

VK, Thi C/P*1 = U and TME C*(U).ll h, i > p, then Thi( -U)Tü}=-U for the
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same reason. Hence 7\,£C*(— 17) = C*iU).

(8.1b). Let

(8.2) C*iU) = UiXUi

be a seminormal decomposition. Then either the involutions Vi, i Up, or the

involutions — Vi, i^p, are conjugate extremal involutions of one of the decom-

position groups Ui while either the involutions V¡, j>p, or the involutions

— Vj, j>p, are conjugate extremal involutions in the other decomposition group

UOT. We first consider that Vi¿¿ U. Because Fi is a 1-involution, there are but

three decomposition groups in a decomposition of C*(i/, Fi). By interchang-

ing the decomposition groups Ui and U2 in (8.2), if necessary, we may suppose

that

(8.3) C*(U, Vi) = Ui X Ui' X U2

is a decomposition of C*(Z7, Fi) obtained by refining (8.2). Then let Fi

= Vi X Vi' he the representation of Fi relative to (8.2). As Vi is in the

center of C*(¿7, Fi), it follows from (8.3) that F/' is in the center of U2.

Thus Vi' = ± I2. This means that either ± Vi is an involution Ai in Ui. Let

iûp, then TuEC*(U). Hence Tu =r¡(X7¡¡ relative to (8.2). This means

that Xi= TiiXiTü1 = T'ltXiT'u1 has the representation Xt = Xi XI relative to

(8.2) and is in Ui. Furthermore, A,= F,- or — F,- according as Xi— Vi or — F,.

Also Ai and A¿ are conjugate by an involution T'u in Ui. Because of (8.3),

they are extremal involutions of Ui.

If Fi=C/, we take Ai=Fi.

A similar argument shows that X¡= V¡ or — V¡, j>p, is in one of the

decomposition groups Ui or U2 according as AB= FB or — F„ is in the same

decomposition group. Also we may conclude that they are conjugate extremal

involutions of that group. We claim that A„ is in U2. Indeed, if this is not the

case, either Wn= FiFB = (- Vi)(- FB) or -IFB= (- Vi) Vn= Vx(- Vn) is in

Ui; that is, either IFB£Ui or IFB£U2. In either case we obtain upon refining

(8.2)

(8.4) C*(f7, Wn) = Ui X Ui' X U2   or   C*(U, Wn) = Ui X U/ X U/'

where U/ or U/ has rank 2 and contains IF„ in its center. Form now a semi-

normal decomposition of C*iWa, U) by refining a seminormal decomposition

(8.1) of C*(IFn) to obtain from Lemma 4.2 and Proposition 5.1

(8.5) C*(Wn, U) = S55B' X §)i X »,.

From (8.5), the involution U has a component relative to (8.1) which is in

the center of S55n'. Furthermore, Vi and Vn are conjugate by an involution

7,iB£355B which commutes with the involutions Vk, k^l, n. Since 7'iB£355B,

7iB also commutes with U. On the other hand, U= ViV2 ■ • • Vp and — U

= Fp+iFp+2 • ■ ■ V„. This shows that 7"iB£C*(t/), which is a contradiction.

Thus A„ is in U2 along with X¡, j>p.
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Throughout the remainder of the proof, we will preserve our choice of C7i

as the decomposition group containing Xi, X2, • • • , Xp and U2 as the decom-

position group containing Xp+i, Xp+2, • • • , X„.

(8.1c). Let re be even and let U be an odd involution. Then Xi, X2, • • • , Xv

are 1-involutions of Ui and Xp+i, Xp+2, • • • , X„ are 1-involutions of Va. We

need only show the first statement for the involution Xi. If C7 is a 1-involu-

tion, we have taken Xi= Fi= U; so there is nothing more to be shown. As-

sume, therefore, that rkUi>l. Again refer to (8.3). We may assume that

rk Ui' =1. Then rk Ui" is even. Hence either Xi or ( — li)Xi is in Ui" where

— h is in the center of Ui. If the former case holds, then Xi is an even involu-

tion in © as well as in Ui. This is impossible as re being even implies that both

Fi and — Fi are odd involutions. Hence XGUi and Xi is a 1-involution of the

group Hi of odd rank.

(8.1d). For the decomposition groups Ui and \X2, rk Ui = p and rk W2 = n—p.

Now the group Ui contains p mutually commuting conjugate extremal involu-

tions of ©. We may take these extremal involutions or their negative in Hi

to be 1-involutions in Ui. They generate an abelian group of order 2P, for any

relation among these involutions would imply a corresponding relation among

the involutions 7i, 72, • • • , Vp in the complete set 91, which is impossible.

But then Proposition 4.1 implies that rk Ui^p. Similarly, rk U2^re — p. But

rk Ui+rk U2 = re. Hence rk Ui = p and rk ]\2 = n — p.

Now we are ready to prove the proposition. We first treat the case where

re is odd. Without loss of generality, we may suppose that p = rk Hi is even

and that re —p = rk U2 is odd. Then Ui contains XiX2 • • • XP=(±l)pU= U.

This implies that Xy= V¡,j>p, for otherwise U2 would contain Xj,+iXp+2 • • •

X„=(-l)»-i>(- U) = U, which is in Ui. If X,= 7,-, tgp, (8.2) is the standard

decomposition which we seek. If X<= — 7,-, i^p, form the decomposition

C*(U) =Ui XU2 using the automorphism 0 of Proposition 6.5. As X,- is an

extremal involution in the quasilinear group Ui of even rank, it does not be-

long to its commutator subgroup by Proposition 6.3. Then fíX¿= —X¿= Vi

is in Ui' =fiUi for * —1, 2, • • • , p. Thus again we have obtained a standard

decomposition.

Next consider the case where re is even and take U to be an even involu-

tion. Then p and re — p are even. Here Ui contains XiX2 • • • Xp= U and U2

contains Xp+iXj,+2 • • ■ Xn = — U. We apply the automorphism 0 of Proposi-

tion 6.5 tolliif Xj= — Vi, iûp and the automorphism lXfiítoU2if X¡= — V¡,

j>p. As above we obtain a standard decomposition.

Secondly take U to be an odd involution and re to be even. Then Ui con-

tains ± U according as X,-= ± 7¿, t^p and U2 contains — U or U according

as Xj= Vj or — V¡, j>p. As (8.2) is seminormal, either X<= 7,-, iúp, and

Xj= Vj,j>p, or X,= — Vu ièp, and X¡= — V¡,j>p. If the former case oc-

curs, then (8.2) is the standard decomposition which we seek. If the latter

case occurs, then we apply the automorphism Ü of Proposition 6.4 to obtain

a decomposition C*(U) = Ui' XU2'. By (8.1c), X,-, iúp, and X¡, j>p, are
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1-involutions in Ui and U2, respectively. Therefore, they are not in 7?(Ui) or

7>(U2) by Proposition 6.3. Then ßA<=-A,= Fi£U/ for i£p and fiA,

= —Xj= VjEUí for j>p. Thus we have obtained a standard decomposition

in this final case.

The involution U in Proposition 8.1 is the product of p 1-involutions from

the set 31. Statement (8.Id) shows that t/£fíp or [7£fíB_j,. When p=l or

w — 1, it is clear that U isa 1-involution or an (n — l)-involution. In general, if

p is even or if n is odd, U is a /^-involution. Under these circumstances, p

determines the conjugate class to which U belongs. We will show that this

is true in general.

Corollary 8.2. Let 3TC èe a maximal set of mutually commuting involutions.

Let 'Si be a complete set of mutually commuting l-involutions in 3TC. Then 31

contains all the 1-involutions of ® in 3TC.

Proof. Let 31 consist of the elements Vi, F2, • • • , V„. Then any involu-

tion of 3TC not in 31 is a product of p > 1 of these involutions and thus belongs

to fíp or fíB_p. Hence U cannot be a 1-involution unless possibly p = n — 1.

But in this case, U is an (w — l)-involution since — U will be one of the involu-

tions F,-£3l.

Proposition 8.3. Let 31 be a complete set of mutually commuting 1-involu-

tions Vi, Vi, • • • , Vn which commute with a proper involution U. Let

(8.6) C*iU) = UiXUi

be a standard decomposition where Vi, F2, • • • , Vp are in Ui and Fp+i,

Fp+2, • • • , F„ are in U2. Then if 31' is a second complete set of mutually com-

muting 1-involutions Vi, F/, • • • , Vf, which commute with U, we may ar-

range the elements of this set so that F/, F/, • • • , Vp' are in Ui and Vp+i,

VP+i, • • • , F„' are in U2.

Proof. By the argument of the preceding proposition, we may arrange the

involutions of 31' so that either F,', i^r, or —Ví,i¿r, are extremal involu-

tions Xi in Ui. By (8.Id), r = rkUi = p. We thus obtain the statement of the

proposition for the involutions Vi, iúp, if X' = V'. If A,' — — Vi, i^p, are

extremal involutions in Ui, then either Fi or ( —li)Fi= i7Fi is conjugate in

Ui to A/ = — F,'. But Fi and — F/ cannot be conjugate for Fi is a 1-involu-

tion and — Vi is an (n — l)-involution. If UVi is conjugate to — Vi, then

— UVi= FiFp+iFp+2 • • • Fn is a 1-involution in 3TÏ. This contradicts Corol-

lary 8.2. Hence X¡ j± Vi. A similar argument shows that F/ ,j>p, belong to

U2 and proves the proposition.

Corollary 8.4. Let U be a proper involution and let C*iU) possess the

standard decomposition (8.6). Then (8.6) is a standard, decomposition relative

to any complete set of mutually commuting 1-involutions which commute with U.
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The 1-involutions in C*iU) belong to Ui or U2. The decomposition groups of a

standard decomposition are uniquely determined.

Proof. We need only mention that the 1-involutions in C*(i/) belong to

either Ui or U2 because such involutions can always be included in a maximal

set of mutually commuting involutions of ® contained in C*iU) and to this

set we may apply Corollary 8.2 and Proposition 8.3. Also the groups Ui and

U2 in a standard decomposition are uniquely determined because they are in-

volutory groups which can now be seen to be generated by the 1-involutions

which they must contain.

Because of this corollary, we henceforth speak merely of a standard de-

composition rather than of a standard decomposition relative to a particular

complete set of mutually commuting 1-involutions. Because of the uniqueness

of the decomposition groups in a standard decomposition, we will always

choose the notation U+ and U- for the decomposition groups of a standard

decomposition with the convention that £7£U+ and — Î7£U-. Such decom-

position groups will be called standard decomposition groups of C*(i/) or of U.

In particular, the group U+ will be called the positive decomposition group

and the group U~~ the negative decomposition group.

Let U be an involution. Then Proposition 8.3 implies that U is always the

product of a certain number p of involutions from any complete set of

mutually commuting 1-involutions which commute with U. If p=l, n — l,

or is even, or if n is odd, then we have mentioned that U is actually a /^-involu-

tion. In the remaining case, we define U to be a p-involution if it is the product

of p distinct mutually commuting 1-involutions. If § is a standard decom-

position group of odd rank, it is a consequence of (8.1c) that a 1-involution

of ® in ¡Q is also a 1-involution of §. Even in case rk & is even, such an in-

volution is always an extremal involution of ¡Q by Proposition 8.1. We, there-

fore, distinguish the extremal involutions of ^> which are 1-involutions as

1-involutions in §; in general, we define a p-involution of a standard decom-

position group § to be an involution in £> which is a p-involution of ®.

Theorem 8.5. Two involutions U and U' of ® are conjugate if and only if

each is the product of the same number of 1-involutions from a complete set of

mutually commuting 1-involutions which contains it.

Proof. The necessity is obvious. To prove the sufficiency let 31 be a set of

mutually commuting 1-involutions Vi, F2, • • • , F„ such that U=ViV2 ■ • •

Vp. Let 31' be a second complete set of mutually commuting 1-involutions

Vi, Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vf such that U= Vi V{ ■ ■ ■ V¿. By the remarks preceding

this proposition, it follows that U and U' are in the same class fíp when p = l,

n — l, or is even and also when n is odd. Therefore, assume that U is a non-

extremal involution and that p is odd and n is even.

There exists i?£® such that RViR~l=Vi. Let U" = RUR~l and VI*

= RViR~l. It suffices to show that  U and  U" are conjugate. Note that
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Fi", Ví', ■ ■ ■ , Vi' form a complete set of mutually commuting 1-involu-

tions and U"= Vi' Vi' ■ ■ ■ VI'. Also Vi' = Vi.

Next form the standard decomposition

(8.7) C*(Vi) = C*(V{') = FÎ X Vi.

By Proposition 8.3, 72, F3, • • • , 7„ as well as F2", F3", • • ■ , F„" are in 33i.

Hence ViU= V2V3 ■ ■ ■ Vv and Vi' U"'= 72" F3" • • • V9" are (p- ^-involu-

tions of the quasilinear group 33i of odd rank re —1. Thus FiZ7 and VI' U"

= ViU" are conjugate by an element 5 in 33i. Then SEC*(Vi) and U and U"

are conjugate by 5 also. This proves the theorem.

If § is a standard decomposition group, we may form standard decom-

positions of the involutory centralizers of involutions in H. In particular, in

forming refinements of standard decompositions, we will choose standard

decompositions for the decompositions of the involutory centralizers of in-

volutions in the components. We will also call such decompositions standard

decompositions or standard refinements. Such decomposition groups will also

be called standard decomposition groups. They are uniquely determined be-

cause of the following proposition.

Proposition 8.6. Let §>be a set of mutually commuting involutions such that

C*(S) has a standard décomposition

(8.8) C*(&) = HiXHiX ■ ■ ■ XHk.

Let U be the involution in the center of Hi. Then Hi = U+, the positive decomposi-

tion group of U.

Proof. We may assume that S contains proper involutions so that 0 <rk Hi

<«. Let 91,, t = 1, 2, • • • , k, be arbitrary complete sets of mutually commut-

ing 1-involutions in the corresponding decomposition groups Hi. Then

91 = U*_! 91,- is a complete set of mutually commuting 1-involutions in C*(S).

The product of the involutions in 9li is U and of the involutions in 91' = U,=2 9l<

is -U.

Form the standard decomposition

(8.9) C*(U) = U+ X U-.

By Corollary 8.4, the elements of 9li and the elements of 91' belong to either

U+ or U~. But as their product is U and — U, respectively, the elements of

9li belong to ll+ and the elements of 31' belong to U~. In particular, since 3li

was chosen arbitrarily, all the 1-involutions of Hi are contained in U+. Hence

the involutory quasilinear group Hi is contained in U+.

Now the abelian group generated by the elements of 31' together with the

involution — 1 contains the center

(8.10) Z(C*(S)) = Z(Hi) X Z(H2) X • • • X Z(Hk)
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and hence the set S itself. But then C*(S, 31') « C*(3l'). Similarly C*(U, 31')

= C*(3l'). Thus we may form C*(3l') by refining (8.8) and (8.9). In the first

case, the components Hi, i>l, decompose so that we obtain a direct product

of Hi and quasilinear groups of order 1. In the second case, only the com-

ponent ll_ decomposes, and we obtain the direct product of U+ and quasi-

linear groups of rank 1. Using Lemma 4.2 to compare these two refinements,

we see that U+ and Hi are isomorphic. Since &ÇII+, they can be seen to be

generated by the same set of involutions and & = U+, which proves the

proposition.

Proposition 8.7. Let U and V be commuting involutions with positive and

negative decomposition groups U1 and 33*. Then the standard decomposition

groups belonging to a standard decomposition of C*(U, V) are the groups

ll±n33±.

Proof. We may assume that U?* V and that U and F are proper involu-

tions. Form the standard decomposition

(8.11) C*(U, V) = Hi X H2 X H, X &. -

Each of the groups Hi is uniquely determined by the involution in its center

according to Proposition 8.6. Therefore, whether we obtain (8.11) from stand-

ard refinements of C*(U) or of C*(V), we will obtain the same decomposition

groups. This means that the decomposition groups U+, U-, 33+, and S3- each

contain two of the groups Hi and none contains the same two groups. There-

fore, we may suppose that U+¡23£i, H2, U~2ï3, Hi, 33+2ïi, Hz, and 33~2X2, Hi.
Then Ï1ÇU+H33+, HiQU+n%-, H3QU~r\^+, and TUÇVrÎWS-.

On the other hand, VPri&QC^U, V). Now if an element XGU+H33+

has the representation X = XiXX2XX3XX4 relative to (8.11), it follows

that X2 = X3 = X4 = 1, for otherwise XrlX would be a nontrivial element in

U+n33+, which is impossible. Hence ïi = ll+n33+; the other equalities are

similarly obtained.

9. Characterization of decomposition groups. Let § be a quasilinear de-

composition group of rank m<n. In §6, we introduced two epimorphisms;

namely <$: ¡Q-^>PTL(m), and A: £—>P(2") =PTL(m). We will compare these

epimorphisms in this section. We will use the notation and results developed

in §6. _

Considered as transformations^) of the vector space 8 on which X acts,

the involutions in the conjugate class which we term p-involutions, KP(X),

have two complementary eigenspaces IT" and Tt4" associated with the eigen-

values — 1 and +1, respectively, such that dim tU~ = p and dim c\L+ = m—p.

This characterizes the involutions of this class. It is not difficult to see that

(9.1) C*(77) = ÏÏ+X Ü-

(7) The reader is referred to Dieudonné's treatise [8, Chapter I], for a more complete dis-

cussion of the involutions of linear groups and their centralizers.
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where U+ is the subgroup of £ consisting of transformations leaving fixed

1l+ and U~ is the subgroup of transformations leaving fixed It-. Then U+ con-

tains U and is isomorphic to TLip) while U~ contains — U and is isomorphic

to TL(m—p). Also U+ and U~~ contain involutions with 1-dimensional nega-

tive eigenspaces. Consequently (9.1) is a standard decomposition.

Proposition 9.1. Let !q be a quasilinear decomposition group of rank m,

2<m<n. To each involution í/£fíp(^)) with standard decomposition groups

U+ and U~, there is determined an unique involution í/£fíp(2;) jmcA that

d>i/ = A77, <£U+=AU+, and Í>U~=AU_, and conversely. The groups U+ and U~

are involutory linear groups and C*iU) =U+XU~ is a normal decomposition.

Proof. Let £/£fíp(£>). By Proposition 6.1, the involution <I>U is in 8P. But

the elements of 8P are the images of involutions in fíP(S£) by the natural

homomorphism; thus $U = KU for some involution É7£fíp(£). But in the

coset f/(Z(20), there are but two involutions, namely, U and — U. Here

— 77£fím-P(£)- Thus unless p = m/2, there is only one involution ?7£fíP(2;)

satisfying $U = A.U.

Conversely, let t/£fíP(£). Then At7= £7*£8P. On the other hand there

exists F£fíP(§) such that$F£8P. Choose RE§ such that i$R)i$V)($R)-1

= U* and set U = RVR~\ Then $[7=Ai/. As above, when p^m/2, U is the

only involution of fíP(£>) such that $U = AU.

Now let F be a 1-involution in the positive decomposition group U+ of

an involution U. Then F*=4>F£$U+ commutes with U*=$U. Let 77 be

such that A77= 77*. Then if F is a l-involution_such that AF= F*, VUV

= ± U. But then F cannot anticommute with U for this would imply that

F and — F were conjugate, which is not the case asm>2. Hence F£C(E/).

Thus corresponding to each 1-involution F£U+, there is a 1-involution

VEC*iU). Let Ui be the subgroup of C*iU) generated by these 1-involu-

tions. The correspondence between 1-involutions of C*(Z7) and those of

C*iU) maps commuting involutions onto commuting involutions. Thus if

U= FiF2 • • • V, with F<£U+, A(FiF2 • • • Vp) =$t/ = A(_±_j7) where AT,
= d>Fi. Replacing [/by —U, if necessary, we have that FiF2 • • • VP=U.

Thus applying the theory of quasilinear groups and, in particular, Corollary

8.4 to %, we see that the involutions F,-belong to U+ or U~. Since their product

is 77, they belong to U+. This implies that UiC¡U+. Also it is clear that

*U+ÇU+ since $U+=AUi. Similarly, <Ï>U~ÇAU_. However, it is possible to

interchange the roles of ÍQ and ï in the argument of this paragraph. Thus we

obtain the opposite inequality and that d>U+=AU+ and that <1?U~=AÜ'_. Note

that for only one choice of the involutions U or — U are these relations pos-

sible. This proves the first statements of the proposition. The converse may

be obtained by interchanging the roles of § and £.

To prove the last statements, observe first that (9.1) is a normal decom-

position. Since the kernel of A is Z(ï), the restriction of A to the groups U+ or
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U~ is an isomorphism. Thus if U is a p-involution $U+=AU+ is isomorphic to

TL(p) and <Ï>U- is isomorphic to TL(m—p). We wish to show that <3? induces

an isomorphism of U+ and U-. By the inductive assumption P(U+) is iso-

morphic to PTL(p). Hence 4> induces an isomorphism of P(U+) onto P($U+).

This means that the kernel of the restriction of <ï> to U+ lies in Z(U+). By

Condition B, Z(77(U+)) has the same order as Z(77(<FU+)). In §3, we showed

that these groups were contained in the centers of the corresponding involu-

tory quasilinear groups U+ and $U+. Thus the restriction of 4> to D(ll+) is an

isomorphism. However, by Proposition 3.1, [U+: 77(U+)] = 2. Thus the re-

striction to U+ of $ has a kernel of order at most 2. However, no proper in-

volution in § is mapped onto 1 by 4>; therefore, the kernel cannot contain a

proper involution. Since —1 GU+, the kernel is trivial. Hence the restriction

of <I? to U+ is an isomorphism. A similar statement holds for U_. This shows

that U+ is isomorphic to the linear group <FU+ = AU+ and IX~ is isomorphic to

the linear group $Vr. Since the kernel of i> is Z(§), U+HZ(£) = U~nZ($) = 1.

Consequently, the standard decomposition of C*(U) is normal.

Proposition 9.2. Let IX be a standard decomposition group of rank at

most re —2. Then U tí an involutory linear group.

Proof. Let U be in the center of U; then U is in the positive decomposition

group U+of C/and rk U+^re —2. Let F be a 1-involution in U~; then 33~2U+.

Since rk 33_>rk U+, ^ß~9i'\X+. Because of Proposition 8.6, U+ is a standard

decomposition group of 33~. The result now follows from Proposition 9.1.

III. The characterization of the quasilinear group ©

10. A fundamental lemma.

Lemma 10.1. Let U be a 1-involution and V a p-involution, Kp<n — 1.

Then there exists a 1-involution in C*(U, V).

Proof. If © is an infinite group, it follows from Condition E that there is

an involution St¿ ±1 in C*(U, V). When © is a finite group, we shall still

show that this is true(8). Clearly, we may suppose that U and F do not com-

mute. Then D={U, V] is a dihedral group of order 2k where k is the order

of UV. If k were odd, then C/and 7would be conjugate. Hence some power S

of UV is an involution in the center of 77. Furthermore, in D, U and US are

conjugate. This means that S9* ±1.

Hence we may form

(io.2)  c*(s, v) = (©+ n 33+) x (@+ n 33-) x (@- n 33+) x (©- n 33-).

There are at least three nontrivial decomposition groups in (10.2) as 5^ F.

We have that UEC(S). Hence C/G©+ or C/G©-; say, C/G©+. As one of

(8) This result is essentially a consequence of a lemma of Brauer and Fowler [4, Lemma

3A]. The approach we use here was suggested by the referee, and shortens our proof.
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©~n23+ or ©~n25~ is nontrivial, there exists a 1-involution IF in one of

these groups. Then IF£C*(i7, V) is the involution we seek. Obviously we

can obtain the same conclusion when {/£<S-.

Proposition 10.2. Let U and V be 1-involutions in ©. Then U and V are

conjugate in 7\®).

Proof. If U and F commute, we may apply statement (8.1a) in the proof

of Proposition 8.1 as U and V belong to a complete set of mutually commut-

ing 1-involutions.

Hence suppose that UV^VU. Then choose a 1-involution F'£C*(F)

and set W= VV. Then IF is a 2-involution, and by Lemma 10.1 there exists

a 1-involution 7£C*(c7, IF). Form

(10.3) C*(T, IF) = £+ X (£- r\ 355+) X (£- H 355-).

Here Î+C255- or Î+Ç355+. Also F£355+ as VV=W.
If Î+Ç2B-, then 7£Î+ÇC*(F) and TEC*iU, V). Hence we have that

U and F are conjugate 1-involutions in the negative decomposition group

£~C7(®). This is our result in this case.

Thus consider that 2+Ç355+. Then W= TiTW) and T and TW belong to

355+. Furthermore, they are conjugate by Lemma 7.2. In particular, TW is a

1-involution in £~nS55+. Then Fand TW are conjugate in 355+C¡7X®), and

riFand Í7are conjugate in ï_çr(©). Thus Fand Í7are conjugate in 7\®).

This proves the proposition.

11. Congruent involutions. In this section, we lay the foundation for the

construction of a projective geometry on which we will determine P(®) as

a group of automorphisms.

Let IF be an arbitrary 1-involution in ® and let 355 = 355~ be its negative

decomposition group. Then(') rk 355 = ?m = w —1. By the inductive assumption

of the Principal Theorem, there exists a homomorphism 3?$s of 255 onto

PTL(m). As in §9, we will set £= TL(m) and P(f) =PTL(m). If REC*(W),
R = R+XR- where A+£355+ and R~E^~. Then the inner automorphism IR

induced by R on ® leaves 355 invariant and coincides with the inner automor-

phism Ir- induced by the component R~ of R in 355" on SS5 = 3S5_. We will

term a particularization of 355 a homomorphism of the form $%sIr where Ir

is the inner automorphism induced by an element REC*(W). Then $s&Ir

= 7$gj5(Ä-)4>s where 7*sa5(fl-) is the inner automorphism of P(£) induced by

the image $sb(7?_) of the component R~ of R in 355 = 355_. If IF' is a second

1-involution in ® with negative decomposition group S55' = 355'_, there exists

an inner automorphism 7s of ® induced by an element 5£7(®) such that

5355'S-i = 355 by virtue of Proposition 10.2. Set $sb>=$W,s; then 4>sb- is an

homomorphism of 355' onto P(J). If 5' is a second element of 7(®) such that

Is>(355') =355, then S' = RS = ST where R is in C*(W) and T is in C*(W).

(9) For the remainder of this paper, m will always represent the integer n — l.
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Then 4>sb7s' = $>sB'It- We will call any such homomorphism a particularization

of SB'.
Let S be the vector space on which X acts ; then S has dimension m = n — 1.

Let «Ésas be a particularization of a standard decomposition group SB of rank

ret. If U is an involution in SB, we will conventionally denote by U the unique

involution in X determined in accordance with Proposition 9.1 so that $833 C/

= KU. Let 11+ and CU~ designate the eigenspaces of U; these are complemen-

tary subspaces of S. On the space 11- the standard decomposition group U+

may be considered to act since it leaves clt~ invariant and 11+ fixed. Cor-

respondingly, U~ acts on 1L+. If U is a p-involution, so is U and dim cU_ = p.

We will make consistent use of these symbolic relationships between an in-

volution UE& and the corresponding involution UEX and their standard

decomposition groups. In a discussion where only one particularization is

introduced, we will not further specify these relations.

Now let C/and F be 1-involutions in ®. Suppose, furthermore, that there

exists a 1-involution 17^ U, 7 which is in C*(U, V). By Corollary 8.4, C/and

7 are in the negative decomposition group SB = 3B~ of W. Let ^sb be a par-

ticularization of SB. If U and F have a common 1-dimensional eigenspace

U_ = 33~, then we say that U and F are congruent in SB. This concept is inde-

pendent of the particularization $sb in the sense that if $ss=Í'sb7íj is a second

particularization with PGSB, i>s5;C/ = 7*aïï(B)$œC/ has fixed subspaces Pit*

and $á$F has fixed subspaces RV*- where $sbP = AP. Thus $^¡7 and $s$j7

have the common fixed subspace R"\L~ = RXr. We will show that the relation

of congruence is independent of the standard decomposition group SB deter-

mined by the particular 1-involution W chosen from C*(U, V).

We remark that two involutions U and F commute if and only if their

associated eigenspaces satisfy(10) 11+ = (cU+r\tU+) © (It+rvu-) and CU~

= (cü-r\V+)®(cvrnv-). If 77 is a 1-involution and U^V, then must

tU~c:cü+ and T)~çcu+. In particular, if U and F are commuting 1-involutions

congruent in a standard decomposition group SB, this implies that U= V;

hence U=V.

Proposition 11.1. Let U and V be 1-involutions in ® which are congruent

in a standard decomposition group SB = 3B~ belonging to a 1-involution

WEC*(U, V). Then there exists a 2-involution PEC*(U, V, W) with standard

decomposition groups ^+ and ^~ such that U and V are in %ï+ while WE^~.

A 2-involution P satisfying the conditions in this proposition will be said

to enclose U, V, and IF or to enclose U and F.

Proof. We may assume that U, V, and IF are distinct. Let SB = SB- be the

negative decomposition group of W, and let $sb be a particularization of SB.

Then the eigenspaces 11+ and *U+ are hyperplanes. Since tU~ = 'U-, we may

obtain a direct decomposition

(I0) For example, cf. Rickart [9, p. 454], or Dieudonné Í7, p. 4],
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(11.1) 8 = IT" © 11+H 9C

by choosing a 1-dimensional complement X to It-© ll+r^t)"1". Let P be the

2-involution in £ with eigenspaces (P- = <U-© 9C=T)-© 9C and (P+ = cU+fYü+.

Then it may be verified that U and F belong to $+. By Proposition 9.1, there

exists a 2-involution P£355 corresponding to P such that U and F belong to

the standard decomposition group %+. As P£355~, C*iP, IF) =^+x^-Pi355+

X'iß-nSB-. Hence IF£^-. Thus P is the 2-involution we seek.

Proposition 11.2. Let U and V be congruent 1-involutions in a standard

decomposition group 355 of rank n — l. Let 355' be a second standard decomposition

group of rank n — l containing U and V. Then U and V are congruent in 355'.

Proof. We may assume that U?¿ V. Let IF and IF' be the 1-involutions

whose negative decomposition groups are 355 and 355', respectively. Then both

IF and W belong to U-r\25_. We will show that they are conjugate in

U-H25-.
First consider the case that w^5 and set m = n — 1. Let P and P' be the

2-involutions enclosing U, V, and IF and U, V, and W', respectively. Then

both Q= —P and Q' = —P' are (m — l)-involutions which are associated with

involutions Q and Q' of TL(m), respectively, by means of a particularization

$u of U~. As the eigenspaces Q+ and Q~ as well as the eigenspaces Q'+ and

Q'~ are complementary and as dim Q+f~\Q'+}zm — 2^2, there exists a 1-dimen-

sional subspace 9C~ contained in Q+C\Q'+ but not in Q~ + Q'_, which has dimen-

sion at most 2. Let 9C+ be an (m — l)-dimensional subspace complementary to

9C_ and containing Q- + Q'-. Let A be the 1-involution in T with the eigen-

spaces 9C+ and 9C_. Then both the 1-involutions — Q and —Q' commute with

X since 9C+3Q- + Q'- while 9C-ÇQ+nQ'+, Let X he the 1-involution in U~

corresponding to X by means of the particularization 4>u. Then X is in the

standard decomposition groups Q+ and ¡Q'+ of Q and Q', respectively, inas-

much as A is in the standard decomposition groups 0+ and £}'+. But Q+

= ^5- and 0'+ = ^5'- where ty* and $'* are the standard decomposition groups

of the involutions P and P', respectively. Now since U and F are 1-involu-

tions in ^5+ and $'+, U~n25- contains both $- and $'-. But W and X are

conjugate in ^j5_ and X and W are conjugate in ty'~. Hence W and IF' are

conjugate in U~n25-. This argument suffices for infinite groups as we assume

w^5 in this case.

Suppose that G is finite and that ra = 4. Assume that W and IF' are not

conjugate in U~(~\V~. By the argument of Lemma 10.1, there exists an in-

volution X ?¿1 in the center of the group D= { W, IF'}, and IF and WX are

conjugate in D. Thus X is not a 1-involution as WX cannot be a 2-involution.

Likewise X is not a 3-involution since then —WX= IF(—X) and also WX

itself would be 2-involutions.

Hence take A to be a 2-involution with decomposition groups 3E+ and

H~. But U, V, W, and W are all in C*(A). Because Z7and F do not commute,
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they belong to the same standard decomposition group of X, say H~. Now if

WEH-, then either IF= U or WU is a 2-involution and WU= -X. Also

either W=V or WV= -X. Certainly W^U and W^V, and WU^WV.

Hence WEH+. Similarly W' is in H+. Thus again IF and W' are 1-involutions

in a standard decomposition group H+ of rank 2. Hence they are conjugate in

H+. As U and 7 are in H~, ï+ÇU_n33~. This again obtains a contradiction.

Thus we may conclude that IF and IF' are conjugate by an element R in

U-n33-çC*(C7, F). Thus IBW=W, IRU= U, and IRV= 7 Let Sas be a
particularization of the negative decomposition group 2B = 9B~ of IF and

define a particularization 3>aB' of the negative decomposition group SB' = SB'-

of IF'by $s3í'=í)sb7jí. Then$gjj'C/ = í>üBC/and$©'F = $sBF. Thus C/and Fare

congruent in SB' inasmuch as they are congruent in SB.

Consequently, we will say that two 1-involutions U and F are congruent

if they are congruent in any standard decomposition group of rank re —1 in

which they are contained. It is obvious that this is a symmetric and reflexive

relation defined on the set of 1-involutions.

Theorem 11.3. The relation of congruence is an equivalence relation.

Proof. We need only show that congruence is a transitive relation. There-

fore, let C/i and C/3 be 1-involutions which are congruent to a 1-involution C/2.

We may suppose that CA, C/2, and C/3 are all distinct. Let P be a 2-involution

enclosing C/i and C/2 and let P' be a 2-involution enclosing C/2 and C/3. Then

both Q= — Pand Q'= —P' are (ret — l)-involutionsin the negative decomposi-

tion group \X2 oí U2. Relative to a particularization $u of llr, there are associ-

ated with Q and Q' (ret — l)-involutions Q and Q' in X.

We have seen in the proof of Proposition 11.2 that if re ̂  5 and m ¿^4, there

is determined a 1-involution X with complementary eigenspaces 9C+ and 9C-

such that 9C+2Q++Q'+ and arCQ-HQ'-. Then X commutes with Q and Q'.
The corresponding 1-involution X in ® will belong to the decomposition

groups Ur, ^3_=Q+, and liB'~ = 0'+. This means that X commutes with

Ui, Ui, and Us. Thus Ui, Ui, and U% are in the negative decomposition group

H~ of X, and, by Proposition 11.2, U2 and C/i as well as Ui and C/3 are con-

gruent in H~. Then, if <ï>i is a particularization of H~, «Ï^C/i and $>3eC/3 will have

the same 1-dimensional fixed subspace as$xU2. Hence when re2:5, CA and U%

are congruent.

We now suppose that « = 4. Then it may not be possible to find comple-

mentary subspaces 9C+ and 9C_ such that 9C~ÇQ-nQ'- and 9C+3Q++Q'+

because Q- + Q'+ may contain Q~nQ'~. Indeed, suppose that this is the case.

Then we will replace Q' and hence P' by different involutions for which this

difficulty does not arise. To do this, let y~ be a 1-dimensional subspace of

Q'- distance from Q~r\Q'~. Let y? be the subspace (Q~r\Q'-) ©Q'+. Let Fi be

the 1-involution in X with eigenspaces yf and yr. Let yr be the subspace

Q~nQ'~ and let yt+ = Q'+ © "yr. Let 72 be the 1-involution with eigenspaces

^2+ and yr. Then
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(11.2) s = <yi ©oj2 © (ytniti).

Since <yr£<yil" and <yrÇZ<y2+, the involutions Fi and F2 commute and FiF2

Choose F/ to be the 1-involution with eigenspaces y{ = yï~ = Q~C\Ç)'~

and %+ = Q++yr. Since yrQ'üP and yJrQyt, Yx and F/_commute. Let

Fi, F2, and F2' be the involutions in Uï corresponding to Fi, F2, and F2 ,

respectively, by means of the particularization $u. Then Fi and F2 commute

with Ui and l73 because they are in the decomposition group ^ß'~ of the en-

closing involution P'. Also F/ commutes with Fi and Ui and is congruent to

F2. We claim that P"= — FiF/ is a second 2-involution enclosing Í72, f/3,

and Fi.

To see this, take a particularization $9, of the negative decomposition

group g)r of Fi. Designate by Í72*, U*, F2* and Y'* the involutions of X cor-

responding to the involutions U2, Ui, F2, and F/ in §)f, respectively. Desig-

nate by tt^* and ILJ*, etc., the eigenspaces of U*,etc. Because F/ commutes

with Ui, it follows that %+*72c^í* = c\lz*._Because_Yi is congruent to F2, it

follows that y'2~*=y2*Q Ut*. Therefore, Y'* and 773* commute. This implies

that Y{ commutes with £/2, U3, and Fi along with P".

Now we study the 2-involution Q" = —P" relative to the particulariza-

tion *u. Then Q" =YiY2' has eigenspaces Q"~ = <yr©"y/- = *yr ©*yr = Q'_

and Q"+ = iyi+n<y/+. But Q+^tyi+=(Q-nQ'-)©Q'+ since the assumption

Q-nQ'-ç:<2+©Q'+ implies iQ~r\Q'~) © Q'+= Q+© Q'+. Also we have seen that
Q+Qyi+. Therefore, Q"+ = Q+ and hence Q++Q"+ does not contain Q-HQ"-.

In this situation, we may find a 1-involution commuting with P and P" by

the method we used in the case where ra2:5 and we may conclude that Z7i and

¿73 are congruent. This proves the theorem.

12. Construction of the projective geometry. Let U he a 1-involution in

®. Denote by a = aiU), the equivalence class of 1-involutions congruent to

U. For G£P(®), define G*a = aiGUG~l) where G is in the coset G*. Let A

be the set of equivalence classes of congruent 1-involutions; we will call its

elements points. We have made ® into a transformation group acting on A.

By showing that A is the set of points in a projective geometry, we will be in

a position to show that P(®) is a projective linear group.

We say that a set of points a= {<Xi, a2, • • • , ap] of A is an independent

set if there exists a mutually commuting set of involutions C7i, Ui, • • • , Up

such that UiEa,, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p. If U is an involution in an equivalence

class <z£ A, we say that U represents a. Also for the above set a, we say that

the /^-involution A = Ui Ui ■ ■ ■ Up represents a. If a set of points is not inde-

pendent, it is said to be dependent. If a= {öi, a2, • • • , ap} is an independent

set of points while {a, b) = [au a2, • • ■ , ap,b] is a dependent set, then b is

said to be dependent on the set a.

Let a= \ai, at, ■ ■ ■ , aP\ be an independent set of points. Then the set
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[a] of points b dependent upon a will be called the linear set generated by a.

In this case an involution A representing a will also be said to represent the

linear set [a]. The set P of all linear sets formed from the elements of A to-

gether with the set [ ] containing no points will be shown to be a projective

geometry. That is, we will show that P may be made into a complemented

modular lattice of lattice dimension re, all of whose "lines" contain at least

three points. The main difficulty is found in characterizing the linear sets so

that the lattice operations may be defined.

Proposition 12.1. Let a= {ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , am] be an independent set of

points, 1 g retire. Then there exists a maximal independent set of re points

ai, a2, • • • , an containing a. All maximal independent sets of points contain n

elements.

Proof. Let C/.-Ga,-, i = l, 2, • • ■ , m he chosen so that Ui, C/2, • • • , Um

form a set of mutually commuting involutions. Then there exists a maximal

set of mutually commuting involutions containing the involutions C/„

t= 1, 2, • • • , ret. This and every maximal set of mutually commuting involu-

tions contains re elements by virtue of Corollary 8.3.

Proposition 12.2. Let Ui and U¡ be commuting 1-involutions and let Ui

be a 1-involution congruent to Ui. Then there exists a 1-involution W such that

both A = UiUi and Ui belong to the negative decomposition group 2B- of W.

Proof. We may assume that Ui9± Ui. By Lemma 10.1, there exists a 1-in-

volution 17 in C(A, Ui). Then CZ/GSB-, the negative decomposition group

of W, but A may or may not be in SB-. We wish to eliminate the latter case.

Therefore, we assume that A is not in SB-. Under this assumption, WA is

in the center of the standard decomposition group SB-r^2l+ÇSB-. Form a

particularization $sb of SB-. Then let A in X correspond to WA by means of

$© and let Ct+ and Or be its eigenspaces. As WA is a 1-involution, dim Qr = 1

and dim Q+ = m — l=w — 2^2. Let 1ti'+ and It/- be the eigenspaces of the

involution Ui corresponding to Ui by means of <£©. Then dim 1li+ = »t — 1

and dim lli'+n ft+= ret - 2 = 1. If dim 1li'+r\a+^2, it is possible to choose a

1-dimensional subspace SB^ÇTii'+r^ft"1" and a complementary subspace W+

containing 11/- © Or because if 111"+ a-21li+r>et+, then dim a-H(lli'+HCL+)

= dim 1li'+na+-l on the one hand and a-niti'+na+ = 0 on the other

hand. The 1-involution IF' with these eigenspaces is in C(U', A). Hence the

corresponding involution IF'G SB- is in 27 and also commutes with Ui. Thus

we replace IF by IF' in this case where a-+1li'"~ does not contain 1li'+na+.

There still remains the case where dim 1li+f>\(i+=l and ß- + 1ti'~2

1li'"na+. We will eliminate this case by arriving at a contradiction. Since

dim 1ti'+net+=l, dim «+ = 2. Hence ret = 3 and re = 4. Let <y = 1li'+na+ and

let 9C be a 1-dimensional subspace of  Ct+ such that  Ct+ = 9C © "y. Then

s == se © <y © a-.
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But certainly Or © It/- = Or © "y since it contains % Thus we also have

S=9C©cU./_©Cr. Let 77i" be the 1-involution in % with eigenspaces 11/'-

= 1l/- and tUi"+= 9C©a_. Then the corresponding involution Ui' in 355~ is

congruent to Ui. Let IF' be the 1-involution in 355~ such that the involution

F given hy kW'=<S>®W has the eigenspaces V?'~ = 9C and V?^+=y®a~

= 1li"~ffiß-. Then IF' commutes with Ui' and lies in the group SI- of trans-

formations commuting with A and leaving fixed ß~. Thus F= WA, IF, and

Ui" belong to the negative decomposition group 3S5'~ of IF'.

Let $8»' be a particularization of 355'". Let IF* be the 1-involution in £

corresponding to IF by means of $w; let V?*+ and W*- be its eigenspaces.

Let A* be the 2-involution with eigenspaces d*+ and Q,*~ that corresponds

to A. Use a similar notation for the involutions corresponding to Í7i, Ui',

and F. Because Í7i£3l+CSÍB'-, llf-Ça*-. Since Ui and Ui' are congruent,

11/'*-= 111*-Ça*-. On the other hand, Ui' commutes with IF but certainly

Ui'^W. Therefore, 1l1"*-ç:a*-n*W*+ = 'U*-. This implies that Ui' and

F= WA are congruent. Then they are congruent in the group 355". This

means that Or = 11/'-=1li_. This contradicts a-+c\Li~72c\i.i+ir^a+.

Lemma 12.3. Let A and A' be the products of distinct mutually commuting

1-involutions: A = Ui Ui ■ ■ ■ Up and A' =Ui Ui • • • Up where U{ and Ui are

congruent, i = 1, 2, • ■ • , p. Let A = ViVi- ■ ■ Vp be a second representation of

A as a product of distinct mutually commuting 1-involutions. Then there exists

a family of distinct mutually commuting 1-involutions F/, F/, • • • , V¿ such

that A'= Vi ,F/, • • • , Vp and Vi and Vi are congruent, i = l, 2, • ■ ■ , p.

Proof. We will first establish the lemma for p = 2 and then prove it by

induction for 2 ^ p ^ n — 1. The lemma is trivial if p = 1 or if p = n.

From Proposition 12.2, it follows that there exists a 1-involution Wj

ECiA, Uj),j=l, 2, such that both Uj and A = UiU2 belong to the negative

decomposition group 355j". Let $sbj be a particularization of 355j" and use the

same notation as in the preceding proposition with the exception that now

A corresponds to A under the particularization <I?sss/. We then obtain that

8 = H/-©11/+ and that 11/- = 11J Q a~. Let 9C/ = tt-nil/+ and <y/ be sub-
spaces such that 1l/+ = 9C/ © "y/. Also for the involutions Ui, i = 1, 2, we have

that S = 1ir©11,*. Because £7,-£Sl+, we have that H.+^Hr©«"1" where k^i.

Comparing dimensions, we see that 1l,+ = Itr © ft+. Let A" be the involution

in 255f such that $s®jA" has the fixed subspaces (X"- = Qr and a"+ = c\jj.

Correspondingly let Ui', i = l, 2, be the 1-involutions in 355f such that the

corresponding involution Ui'EX has the eigenspaces H.i'_=1lr and 11/,+

= cUrffity/ where k^i. Then Uí' and Í72" are congruent to Z7i and Í72, re-

spectively, and A"=Ui' UV = Ui' Ui'. In addition, U¡ £31"+, the positive

decomposition group of A".

We claim that it suffices to prove the theorem with Ui, Ui, and A re-

placed by Ui', Uí', and A", respectively. To see this, let Vx and F2 be dis-
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tinct mutually commuting 1-involutions in 3t+C¡9B7". Then Gr=Vr®*02

where Vr and Vr are the negative eigenspaces of Fi and F2, respectively.

Let Vi', t= 1, 2, be the 1-involution in SB~ such that F/' has the eigenspaces

Vi'- = V- and V¡'+ = Vr®y!, kr* i. Then F/' is congruent to F,-, t = l, 2,

and A" = Vi' V2 = F2" Vi'. Because congruence is a transitive relation, we

may obtain the desired reduction.

This means that by applying the above argument with j = 2, we may as-

sume that Ui belongs to 2l+. Apply the above process with j=l. Then

UI G3Bf as SBr22l+. The corresponding involution Ui EX has the negative

eigenspace llr. As C/f has the negative eigenspace llf, A'= Ui Ui has the

negative eigenspace ft'-= llf ©llr. But a'- = Qr=Vr®'02-. Applying the

argument of the preceding paragraph, we obtain involutions V{ and V{ con-

gruent to 7i and 72, respectively, such that A = Vi Vi. This proves the

lemma in the case p = 2.

Now assume the validity of the lemma for p'-involutions where 2^p'

<p<n. Consider the situation stated in the hypothesis of the lemma. Let IF

be a 1-involution in 2I- and IF' a 1-involution in W~. Then C/,- and 7,-,

t = 1, 2, • • • , p, are in SB- and Ui, i = 1, 2, • • • , p, are in SB'-. Let $88 and

$88' be particularizations of SB- and SB'-, respectively. Designate by A, U,,

and Vi the involutions of X corresponding to A, Ui, and 7,-, respectively, by

means of $sb: let Ct*, llf, and TJ* be their eigenspaces. Likewise designate by

A' and C// the involutions of X corresponding to A' and Ui, respectively,

by means of the particularization $8B-; let;!'* and 11'* be their eigenspaces.

We now introduce new commuting sets of 1-involutions in SB- by defin-

ing appropriate eigenspaces for the corresponding involutions in X- Not every

subspace 'tirQVf because S= ffif.j llr. Thus we may assume that llrfYüí*"

= 0. Then note that dim 1lit"f>\'Ui+^ ret — 2. Therefore, choose 1-dimensional

eigenspaces (Rr, (Rr, ■ • • , (ñ¿'Ccu1+ni)1+ and (ETCHi*- such that

(12.1) 8 = n7 © nt = n7 © (Ri © (R7 © • • • © <sCp © a+.

In case llfWr, we require that (Rr or (Rr be the subspace (Hrffi*Ur)nili+

in accordance as

(12.2) (u7 © v¡) r\ (nt r\ v+i) = o

holds or not. Thus we obtain that "UfClirffiötr or that

(Rr = (iir © vr) n 111+.

Thus we obtain that Vf Ç llf © (Rr or Vr £ Ur©(Rr. Let P,-, t = 2, 3,
• • • , p, be the 1-involutions of SB- corresponding to the involutions RiEX

by means of $>íb where P, has eigenspaces (Rf and (R,+ = ffi^4 (Rfffi1lrffia+.

Then we obtain a family of mutually commuting 1-involutions C/i, P2, P3,
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• • • , Rp such that B=UXA =R2R3 ■ ■ ■ Rp= [72i73 ■ ■ ■ Up and B'= Ui A'

= Uí U{ ■ ■ • Up are (/>—1)-involutions. We apply the lemma inductively

to B and B' to obtain a family Rí, Rí, • • • , RP of mutually commuting

1-involutions which are congruent, respectively, to Ri, R3, ■ • • , Rp and for

which B' = R{ Ri ■ ■ ■ R¿.

Now we specialize to the case where 'UrÇZItf ®(Rt. Then Fi commutes

with the 2-involution UiR2 and UiR2= FiAi where Ai is the 1-involution

FiZ7ii?2. Again applying the lemma inductively to the involutions i7iA2 and

Uí Rí, we obtain 1-involutions F/ and A/ which are congruent to Vi and

Xi, respectively, and for which Uí Ri = F/A/ is a 2-involution. But then

Ví is in the positive decomposition group of Uí Rí while Rí, Ri, • ■ ■ , Rp

are in the negative decomposition group. Thus Ví commutes with Rj,

7 = 3, 4, • • • , p, and C = Vi A' =Xi Ri Ri ■ ■ ■ Rp' is a (£-l)-involution.

But also C= ViA=XiRzRi ■ ■ ■ Rp= F2F3 ■ • • FP. Again apply the lemma

inductively to the involutions C and C to obtain the involutions F/, F/,

■ ■ • , Vp , which together with F/ are the involutions described in the con-

clusion of the lemma.

There still remains the case where Vr Q llf © ötr. Note that

A =RiUiR3Ri ■ ■ ■ Rp and A' = R¡ Uí Rí Ri ■ ■ ■ RI. Therefore, to treat this
case, we interchange the roles of 7?2 and Ui in the preceding argument. Now

(12.3) öit = ii7 © (r7 © (n7 © • • • © (Rp - a+.

We have taken Hn^üí^O. Hence *Ui+nffl2+ = ,üifrMli+ = (Rr©(R4-© • ■ •

©(RjTffift"1". This confirms (12.1) with the roles of A2 and Í7i interchanged.

Also ((R2-©'ür)n(rl2+ = tür; hence ((R2~©'Ur)n((R2+niUi+) =0. Thus we have

obtained the counterpart of (12.2). Since this case has already been con-

sidered, we have completed the proof of the lemma.

We will term the involutions A and A' as described in Lemma 12.3 as

congruent p-involutions. In particular, if $sb is a particularization of a standard

decomposition group containing A and A', then the corresponding involutions

A and A' have a common negative eigenspace when A and A' are congruent. It

follows from Theorem 11.3 that this extended definition of congruence is also

an equivalence relation.

Proposition 12.4. Let au a2, ■ ■ ■ , a„ be a maximal independent set of

points. Then there is only one maximal set of mutually commuting l-involutions

Ui, Ui, ■ ■ • , Un such that Ui represents a,-, ¿= 1, 2, • • • , ».

Proof. Let Í7/, U{, • • • , Í7B be a second set of mutually commuting

1-involutions such that Ui and Ui ate congruent. We wish to show that they

are equal; we need only do this for Í7i and U{.

Let P he a 2-involution enclosing Í7i and Uí and let P~ be its negative

decomposition group. Let F3, F4, • • • , FB be a family of distinct mutually

commuting  1-involutions in ^3".  Then   V3Vt ■ ■ ■ Vn=—P.  Set   F2= i7iP.
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Then - Ui= UiUz •••£/»= 7,7, • • • 7„. Also - Ui = Ui Ui • • • C/„'.
Therefore, from Lemma 12.3, it follows that — C// — V{ 73 • ■ • 7« where the

involutions 7/, t = 2, 3, • • • , re, form a mutually commuting family of 1-

involutions such that 7¿ and 7/ are congruent.

Now the negative decomposition group Ui- contains ty- and hence

Vi, i = 3, 4, • • • , re; it also contains 7/, t = 2, 3, • • • , re. Let $u be a par-

ticularization of Ui- and use the usual notation to denote the eigenspaces of

involutions in X corresponding to involutions in Ui~. Thus

(12.4)       S = 9C2- © Vr © • • • © Vn~ = Vi~ © 13,'- © • • • © no-

where 9Cr is the eigenspace of the involution X2 corresponding to Ui C/iF2

= — Ui V3Vt ■ • • 7„. Because 7,- and 7/ are congruent, Vr = Vi ', t = 3, 4,

•■•,». Now if Xi-=V'2~, it follows that Vf=Vi ; t = 3, 4, • • • , re. Hence

Vi=Vi and F,= F/, t = 3, 4, • • • , re. This implies that_C/iF2= C// F2'.

Let Q- be the negative eigenspace of the involution Q corresponding to

Q= —P by means of <3?u. Then dim Q~ = m — 1; indeed, Q-=tU3-ffi'Ü4-ffi • • •
®Vn~. We treat the case where SCr^T^- by replacing Vr by the subspace

(9Crffi'Ü2'-)^Q- to obtain a new set of mutually commuting 1-involutions in

•iß- = 0+, which we will again designate by F3, F4, • • • , V„. For the involutions

Vi, *£4, -U+Zn)/-inasmuch asD.+3'ür© 9Cr = ,Ur ©"Uá-- But this means that

V+= ®j^iVr= ®j*iV<- = Vi+, *=4,  5, • • • ,  re.  Hence  F/= F,-, t' = 4, 5,
• • -, re, which implies that C/i 7273= C// 72' 73'.

Now let IF be a 1-involution in the negative decomposition group of

A = UiV2= Ui Vi or B = UiV2V3= U{ Vi Vi, as the case may be. Then the

negative decomposition group IF- of IF contains the 1-involutions Ui, Vi, Ui,

etc. Let $88 be a particularization of SB-. Relative to this particularization

adopt the usual system of notation for the designation of eigenspaces of in-

volutions. We then obtain that S=Ct-©a+ or 8=(B-©(B+ and that ft- =

1ir©tü2- = 1li'-©tü2- or (B- = 1ir©tü2-©,ür = 1li'-©,ü2'-©eÜ3". Since the invo-

lutions Ui and Ui and also Vi and F/ are congruent, it follows that llf

= 11/-and Vr~Ví~, i = 2, 3. But in both cases, this implies that C7i= Ui and

finally that Ui = Ui. This proves the proposition.

Proposition 12.5. Leta= {ai, a2, ■ ■ ■ , ap\ be an independent set of points

and let b be a point. Then there exist involutions A and B representing a and b

such that AB=BA is a (p — 1)-involution or a (p +1)-involution. Furthermore,

{a,b\ is dependent or independent according as AB is a (p — 1)-involution or a

(p + 1)-involution.

Proof. Let C// represent a,, i = 1, 2, • • • , p, so that they form a mutually

commuting set. Set A'= Ui Ui •••{//. Let 73' represent b. Let IF^P'

be a 1-involution in C(A', B'). Clearly P'GSB-, the negative decomposition

group of IF. If ¿'G2B-, set F/ = Ui, i = 1, 2, • • • , p. On the other hand if
v4'G3B-, then  IFG2l'-i the negative decomposition group of A'.  In 3l'+,
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there exists a maximal set of mutually commuting 1-involutions V{ = W,

Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vp' such that A'=V{ Vi ■ • ■ Vp' and WA'=Vi Vi ■ ■ ■ Fp'. Let
4>sb be a particularization of 355" and use the usual notation to denote the

eigenspaces of involutions in J corresponding to involutions in 255" by means

of $s. There are two cases to consider.

The first is that ffi'-ÇZft'-. Then set ÖT = 03'- and (B+=((B'+r\a'-) © ft'+
to obtain an involution B £355~ which is congruent to B' and which commutes

with A=A'. We then obtain the first part of the proposition for this case.

The second case is that <R'~r\<x'~ = 0. Choose subspaces Ct+ containing

fB'- and 03+ containing ft'- which are complementary, respectively, to Or

= ft'- and 03_= 03'". Again we obtain commuting involutions A and B, and

B is congruent to B'. We also choose 1-involutions F,- congruent to F',

i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p,asio\lows.For i^2,setVt=iVi+r\a'-)®a+andV- = Vi-.

If ¿'£255-, also set Vt = (Vi+nft'-) ©ft+. If yF£2B- and Vi = W, set
Fi= Vi. As V'+(~\(x'~ is the direct sum of the subspaces t>/~, j^i, which are

contained in ft'-, we see that 'UrÇ'U/ and V^CLV?. This means that the

involutions F,-, i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, form a mutually commuting family of in-

volutions and A = ViVi- ■ ■ Vv. Since A' = V{ F/ • • • Fp' = Ui Ui ■ ■ ■ U¿,

using Lemma 12.3 we may find a family of mutually commuting 1-involutions

Ui, Ui, • ■ • , Up such that A = UiUi ■ ■ • UP and Ui and Ui are congruent.

Thus A represents a.

Now A is a /»-involution. If 2?£2l-, AB is a (p + l)-involution since B

will then commute with each involution Ui, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p and AB

= UiUi ■ ■ ■ UpB. If 7J£3l+, then AB is a (p — l)-involution because it is in
the center of 2l+n33-.

Suppose now that AB is a (p — l)-involution. Should {a, b} be inde-

pendent, there would exist a family of mutually commuting 1-involutions

Uí, Uí, • ■ ■ , Up , and B' such that £7/ and Ui are congruent, i = l, 2, • • ■ ,

p, B and B' are congruent, and A'B'= Ui Ui ■ ■ ■ U¿B' is a (/^^-involu-

tion. Because AB is a (p — l)-involution, there exists a mutually commuting

family of 1-involutions F,- such that A = FiF2 • • • Fp with Vi = B. Applying

Lemma 12.3, we determine a family of mutually commuting 1-involutions

Vi such that A' = Ví F/ ■ ■ • Fp and F/ and B are congruent. This means

that Vi is in 2l'+ and is distinct from and commutes with 5'£2l'~. Since F/

and B' are congruent, we obtain a contradiction. Thus {a, b} is a dependent

set. It is obvious that if AB= UiU2 ■ ■ ■ UPB is a (/> + l)-involution, then

[a, b\ is independent. This proves the proposition.

Theorem 12.6. Two linear sets [a] and [ß] are identical if and only if they

are represented by congruent involutions.

Proof. Let B be an involution representing ß and let A be an involution

representing a which is congruent to B. It follows from Lemma 12.3 that A

also represents ß. Then it is a corollary to Proposition 12.5 that [a]= [ß].

The necessity of the theorem is obvious.
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If a linear set [a] is represented by a p-involution, we will write dim [a]
= P-

Proposition 12.7. Let a= {ai, a2, • • • , ap\ be an independent set of

points. Let b and c be points such that {a, b} and {a, c\ are independent sets.

Then t/cG[a, b], [a, b]= [a, c].

Proof. Let A be a p-involution representing a and let B and C be 1-

involutions representing b and c, respectively. We may further require that

C commutes with a (p + l)-involution D representing {a, b} and, by replac-

ing A and B by congruent involutions, that D = AB where AB=BA because

of Proposition 12.5 and Theorem 12.6. Then by Proposition 12.5, CD is a

p-involution. Form the standard decomposition

(12.5) C*(D) = 35+ X 35".

Now 7>G3)+. If CG©-, the CD is a (p + l)-involution, which is not the case.

Hence CG3)+. Because AB = D, both A and B are in 35+ Let IF be a 1-

involution in 35". Let $88 be a particularization of the negative decomposition

group SB-. Since A and C are in 3)+çSB-, the eigenspaces Or and Q~ of the

respective involutions A and C corresponding to A and C by means of $>8B are

both contained in the negative eigenspace 3D of the involution D correspond-

ing to 77. One may determine involutions A' and C in 3B- such that the cor-

responding involutions A' and C in T have the same negative eigenspaces as

do A and C, respectively, and A'C' = C'A' just as we did in the proof of

Proposition 12.5. Then A' is congruent to A and C is congruent to C and

A'C' = C'A'. By Proposition 12.5 and Theorem 12.6, A'C is a (p + l)-involu-

tion since it represents an independent set {a, c}. Since the positive decom-

position group 35+ has rank p + 1 and contains A'C, A'C = D. Then by

Theorem 12.6, [a, b]= [a, c].

Corollary 12.8. Let a= {ai, ö2, • • • , ap\ be a set of points. Then any

maximal independent subset determines the same linear set.

This is a direct consequence of Proposition 12.7 obtained by using the

standard argument in the theory of vector spaces. Henceforth, we extend our

notation to designate by [a] the unique linear set determined by a set a of

points, not necessarily independent. Also [a, ß] will denote the linear set de-

termined by the points of a and ß.

Corollary 12.9. Let [a] and [ß] be linear sets. Then if ais a subset of ß,

[a]c.[ß]. In general, [a]n\[ß] is a linear set.

Proof. If a is a subset of ß, we may choose a maximal independent set a'

from a and extend it to a maximal independent set ß' of p\ Then if B is an

involution representing ß', B = AC where A is an involution representing a'.

The first statement of the corollary now follows from Proposition 12.5.
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If [a] and [ß] are linear sets, choose a maximal independent set y from

[a]r^[/3]. From the first statement of this corollary, it follows that [y]Q [a]

H [j8]. Then it is clear that [a]i^ [ß] = [7] from the fact that 7 is a maximal

independent set.

We have now defined two operations on the set P oí linear sets.

Theorem 12.10. The set P is a projective geometry over the field K.

Proof. We first show that P is a modular lattice by showing that it is both

upper and lower semimodular. Because P satisfies the chain conditions, we

must show that if [a] and [ß] are in P and if [ex] and [ß] cover [a]P\[/3],

then [a, ß] covers [a] and [ß] to show upper semimodularity. To prove lower

semimodularity, we show the converse (cf. [3, p. IOO]).

To show upper semimodularity, let [7]= [a]i^\[/3] and suppose that [a]

= [y, a] and [ß]= [7, b] where a£[¡8] and &£[«]. Then [a, ß]= [7, a, b]

= Ia, b]= [ß, a] by Corollary 12.8. Since bE [a], dim [a, ¿]=dim [a] + land

[a, ß] covers [a]. Similarly [a, ß] covers [ß]. Thus P is upper semimodular.

To show lower semimodularity, let [a,j3]= [a, bi]= [ß, ai]. We may clearly

suppose that ai£[a] and &i£[ß]. Using Theorem 12.6, we see that there

exist commuting involutions B and Ax representing ß and Ci, respectively,

and commuting involutions A and Bi representing a and 61, respectively, such

that R = ABi = BAi. Suppose first that Rj± — 1; then there exists a 1-involu-

tion IF£9Î-, the negative decomposition group of R. Hence A, B, Ai, and

Bi belong to 9Î-Ç2B-. Let 4>sb be a particularization of 255-. Use the usual

convention of denoting the eigenspaces of involutions in % corresponding to

involutions in 3S5~ by means of 4>sb. We have R~ = B~®Ar = A~®Br. Be-

cause &i£ [a], Bi is congruent to an involution Bí~ which commutes with B,

and BBi is a (p — 1)-involution by Proposition 12.5. This means that Br

= Bi~C7B~. Then BrQB'QA? since B and Ai commute. Similarly ArQBi.

Hence Ax and Bi commute. This means that B and Bi commute. Proposition

12.5 implies that 7375i isa (p — l)-involution. Likewise A and Ai commute and

AAi is a ip — 1)-involution. But now R= (BBi)BiAi= iAAi)AiBi. Hence

BAi = ABi represents a linear set [7] contained in both [a] and [ß]. Here

[a]= [7, Oi] and [ß]= [7, 61]. Hence [7]= [a]f^[|8] and [a] and [ß] cover

[7].
If R= —1, then Ax= —B and Bi= —A. In this case, choose IF to be a

1-involution in C*(Ai, Bi). Then WA, Au WB, Bh and RW= - W belong to

IF-. We argue with these involutions just as we did with the involutions

A, A1, B, B\, and R in the above paragraph to obtain the same result. There-

fore, P is a lower semimodular lattice and thus is modular.

It is clear that P has lattice dimension n. To see that P is complemented,

note merely that the complement of a linear set [a] represented by an involu-

tion A is the linear set [a'] represented by — A. Finally we note that every

linear set [a, b] of dimension 2 contains a point c^a, b; indeed, choose c to
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be represeiiteed by a 1-involution in the negative decomposition group of a

2-involution representing [a, b] which is not congruent to the 1-involutions

representing a and b. This proves that P is a projective geometry (cf. [3,

p. 118]).
To see that P is a projective geometry over K, let U be a 1-involution

with negative decomposition group U~. Let 3>u be a particularization of U-.

Then $uC/- is a projective linear group acting on a projective geometry over

K of dimension re — 1. This implies that P itself is a projective geometry over

K.
13. Characterization of the group ®. Proof of the Principal Theorem. In

the beginning of §12, we defined P(®) to be a transformation group of the set

A of points of P. Then P(®) may be extended to a transformation group of

P in the obvious manner.

Proposition 13.1. The group ® acts effectively on P.

Proof. To show this, we must show that if GUG~l is congruent to U for

all 1-involutions U of ®, then GEZ(&). Consider a maximal independent

set of points a(Ui), a(U2), • • • , a(Un) determined by a mutually commuting

set of 1-involutions C/,-, t=l, 2, • • -, re. Since GU,G~l is congruent to C/,-, it

follows from Proposition 12.4 that GUiG~1 = Ui, i = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , n. But every

1-involution U in © belongs to a maximal set of commuting involutions. This

means that GEZ(T(&)) since the 1-involutions generate P(®). Then Condi-

tion D gives our result.

Proposition 13.2. The mapping <i>: G—>G* determines a homomorphism of

® into the group PTL(n) of collineations of P.

Proof. We must show that, for each GEG, G* determines a lattice isomor-

phism of P. Let [a]c[ß] be linear sets. Then there exists a maximal inde-

pendent set of points bi, b2, ■ ■ ■ , bq such that [ct]= [bi, b2, ■ • • , bp] and

[ß]= [bi, b2, • ■ • , bq] with p<q. Let Ui, U2, ■ ■ ■ , U, be a mutually com-

muting set of 1-involutions such that Ui represents bt, i= 1, 2, • ■ • , q. Then

A = UiU2 • • • Up represents [a] and B= UiU2 ■ ■ ■ Uq represents [ß] and

B=AC. Let now Vi = GUiG~l, t=l, 2, • • • , q. Then F, represents (?*&<;

hence GAG-1 represents G*[a] and GBG"1 represents (?*[/?]. Since GAG~l

= ViV2 ■ ■ ■ Vp and GBG-l=ViV2 ■ ■ ■ V„ it follows that G*[a]QG*[ß].

This shows that G* is an order preserving homomorphism of P. The same is

true of G*-1. Hence G* is a lattice isomorphism of P.

Proposition 13.3. P(@) is an involutory quasilinear group.

Proof. We must verify that Conditions A, B, C, D, and E hold for P(®).

First of all, note that P(T(&)) is isomorphic to PTL(n). Indeed, under the

mapping <£: ®—*PTL(n) determined by $G = G*, the involutions in the class

Ëp(&) map onto involutions of P with fixed complementary linear sets of
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dimension p and n — p. These are the involutions in PGL(n) which are deter-

mined by p-involutions in GL(n). They generate the group TL(n). Conse-

quently, P(T(&))QPTL(n). Conversely, to each involution UEGL(n), there

corresponds an involution U* in PTL(n) with fixed complementary linear

sets [a] and [a'] of dimension p and n—p, respectively. We have seen that

there exists a p-involution A in TL(n) such that A represents [a] and —A

represents [a']. Then $A =A* has both [a] and [a'] as its fixed linear sets.

Thus $A = U*. This shows that $P(@) =PTL(n).

Because $ maps ® into PTL(n), we may apply the argument of Proposi-

tion 6.1 to conclude that <PÄpCgp and <£•$„_„ Ç8B_P = 8P where Sp is the con-

jugate class of involutions in PGL(n) consisting of involutions which are the

images of involutions in the classes 7£p(©) and 7i„_p(@) of the group © = GL(n)

under the natural homomorphism A of ® onto P(®) =PGL(n). However, the

classes $,,(©) and Ä,,-P(®) are conjugate classes in TL(n) as well as in

GL(n). This may be seen from the fact that there exists an element in GL(n)

with arbitrary determinant commuting with a given involution and the fact

that TL(n) is the subgroup of GL(n) consisting of elements of determinant

+1. Thus 2P is a conjugate class of involutions in PTL(n).

This means that if U and 7 are in Sp, there exists TE P(®) such that

TUT~l = ZV where ZEZ(%). We have seen that this implies that Z= ±1.

IfZ=l,then C/and 7 are conjugate in P(@). In case Z= —1, we obtain that

C/and — 7are conjugate in P(®). This implies that 7and — 7are conjugate

in ®. Propositions 5.4 and 5.6 imply that p — n/2. Therefore, in a maximal

set of commuting involutions containing V, there exists a complete set of

mutually commuting 1-involutions chosen in accordance with Proposition

8.1 so that 7i, Vi, ■ ■ ■ , Vp lie in the positive decomposition group 33+ and

7P+i, 7p+2, • • • , 7„ lie in the negative decomposition group 33-. By the

argument of the proof of statement (8.1a) of Proposition 8.1, it follows that

there exists in the positive decomposition group of the 2-involution V,Vp+i,

i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , p, an involution Wi such that IFiF¿IF¿= Vp+i. Certainly the

involutions IF,-, t=l, 2, • • • , p, all commute. Set W=WiW2 ■ • • Wp; we

have V=ViVi ■ ■ ■ Vp and -F=Fp+iFp+2 • • • 7«. Therefore, WVW~X
= — F. Thus in this case we have that U and F are conjugate in P(@). This

shows that there are w + 1 classes So, $i, • • • , Ä„ of conjugate involutions

in r(@).
To verify the remaining part of Condition A for P(®), let UE$P- Then

C*(U) =U+XU- where U+ and U- are the quasilinear decomposition groups.

But certainly U+=P(U+) and U-=P(U-) are contained in P(®). Hence as

C*(U) = T(C®(U))^T(Cn&)(U)), T(C*(U)), T(Cn&)(U)) = T(C&(U))
= U+XU-, which is as required.

To verify Condition B, the argument of Proposition 3.1 may be applied

to obtain that 7>(P(®)) =7?(@). Then the condition follows directly. Condi-

tions C, D, and E follow immediately from the same conditions on the group
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®. Hence 7(@) is a quasilinear group and the proposition is proved. This

enables us to conclude by induction that the involutory subgroup of a quasi-

linear group is quasilinear.

Proof of the Principal Theorem. We have argued that P 7\L(w) C<f>®

QPTLin). We must first show that <3?®cPGZ(m). Suppose that this is not

the case. Then there exists A£@ such that R*=$R is not in PGL(n). Let

U be a 1-involution in ®. We claim that we can take 7?£C([7). Indeed, there

exists 7£7(®) such that TVT~l= U where V = RUR~1 by Proposition 13.3.

Thus TRECiU); replace TR by R.
Now R induces an inner automorphism Ir of ® which certainly leaves

CiU) and C*iU) invariant. Because of Corollary 8.4, we have that 7jeU_ = U-

where U- is the negative decomposition group of U.

We wish to study the restriction of IR to U-. To do this, let CiU) ÇU1XU2

where Ui and U2 are quasilinear groups of ranks 1 and n—l, respectively,

determined in accordance with Condition A. Then R = RiXRi where i?i£Ui,

i = l, 2. Next note that C*(U) = 7(Ui) X7(U2). Because UiÇZ(UiXU2),
7^£Z(UiXU2). Hence both R and R2 induce the same automorphism of

C*iU). Now because P(U2) is projective linear, it follows that the automor-

phism induced on P(7(U2)) by the image of R2 in P(U2) is that induced by

an element of PGL(n — l) when P(Í72) is identified with a subgroup of

PGLin-1) containing PTL(n-l). But P(C*(Z7)) =PiTiU2)). Thus it fol-
lows that the automorphism of P(C*(t/)) induced by the image of the element

R is also that induced by an element of PGL(n — 1) when P(C*( U)) is identi-

fied withPTX(ra-l).

Consider now the normal decomposition

C*(U) = U+ X Mr.

Then <P: ®—>PTL(n) determines an isomorphism of both U+ and U". How-

ever, U+ contains only 1 and U. Hence 4>C*(Z7) =$U-. Because $7(®)

= PTLin), we may apply the argument of Proposition 9.1 to obtain a 1-involu-

tion UEGL(n) such that $U = AU and 4>U_ = AU- where U- is the negative

decomposition group of U in GLin). It follows directly from the above para-

graph that the automorphism of <£C*(Í7) =i>U- induced by the element

$R = R* is such that the automorphism of P($C*([/)) is that which is in-

duced by an element of PGL(n—l) when P(<ï>C*([7)) is identified with

PTL(n-l).

According to Dieudonné [8, §4], CriU) is a subgroup of Ur XUF where

Ur an<3 U? are the subgroups of V = YL(n) which consist of all semilinear trans-

formations leaving fixed, respectively, the positive and negative eigenspaces

of U. Then Uj" is isomorphic to ri(l) and Ur is isomorphic to YL(n— 1).

Every element of CriU) has components in the groups of semilinear trans-

formations Ur and Ur which are relative to the same automorphism of K;

this characterizes the group CriU). Then C@( U) = U| X UÏ where U© = Ur^©
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and Ui=UFH®. Also P(C®(t/)) = U+XU- where U+= P(U¿) and U~= T(V¡%).
Furthermore, as U is a 1-involution in GL(n) and thus not an («/^-involu-

tion, it follows that ACr(i7) is the centralizer of U*=AU in PYLin).

Now R* is in the centralizer of Í7* but not in PGL(n). This means that

there is an element ic£Cr(<7) which is not in C®(¿7) for which AR = R*.

Then R = R*R~ where R+ and R~ are elements of Ur and Ur, respectively,

that may be identified as semilinear transformations in CriU) which are rela-

tive to automorphisms of K which are not the identity. Now the automor-

phism of U~ that is induced by R is the same as that induced by the com-

ponent R~. As R~EÛ~%, the automorphism of P(Ü_) induced by R is not in-

duced by an element of PGL(n — l) whenP(U~) is identified with PTL(n — l).

Just as with the homomorphism d>, we have that A7"(C@(t/)) =AU- = <I?U-

and A is an isomorphism of U-. Thus the automorphism of P(AU-) induced

by AR = R* is not that induced by an element of PGL(n — l) when P(AU-)

is identified with PTL(n — 1). This yields a contradiction to our previous con-

clusion concerning this automorphism. Hence we must have ^®Ç.PGL(n).

This proves that P(®) is projective linear.

That P(@) is an involutory quasilinear group is Proposition 13.3. In

the proof of this proposition, we also showed that P(P(®)) is isomorphic to

PTL(n). This proves the Principal Theorem.

Proof of Corollary 1. Let ® be a finite full quasilinear group of rank «ïï4.

Then A* is a cyclic group of order q—1 where q is an odd prime power. If

2m is a maximal set of commuting involutions in ®, it follows from the defini-

tion of a full quasilinear group that C(i7) is the direct product of n copies of

K*. Let 3E be the set of mutually commuting involutions in ® = GL(n) which

is determined in accordance with Proposition 9.1 so that <l?3TC=A3Ti. It also

follows that C(3Tt) is the directproduct of n copies of K*. Now by comparing

the ordere of *C(3H) and AC(3rçL we see thatji>C(3R) =AC(2Jc).

Let U be a 1-involution in 311. Consider © to act on the vector space S.

Then CiU) contains in its center the linear transformations of S which leave

invariant the 1-dimensional eigenspace of U and leave fixed the (n— 1)-

dimensional eigenspace of U; these elements are also in C(3Tl). They are called

dilatations (cf. [8, p. 5]) ; and together with the elements of D(@), they gen-

erate ®. Thus the elements of AC(3Tl) together with the elements of ATX®)

generate A®, which is isomorphic to PGL(n). As 4>C(3H) =AC(3Í) and $r(@)

=AP(@), <i>®=A®. This proves the corollary.

Proof of Corollary 2. This is a direct consequence of Proposition 9.1 now

that the Principal Theorem has been established for quasilinear groups of

rank » + 1.
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